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Abstract

The aim of the work reported in this thesis is to analyse and develop hybrid imaging
systems. Hybrid imaging systems are electro-optical imaging systems with optical
elements implemented in the aperture-stop and digital post-image processing applied
to the acquired image, jointly optimised for task-based imaging. Extended depthof-field is one of the benefits that hybrid imaging systems provide.
In particular, and as main objective of this thesis, we analyse and develop a hybrid
and compact optical zoom lens with a single moving element and extended-depth-offield. We show how a specific hybrid imaging technique can be used and implemented
to miniaturise these zoom lenses such that they can be implemented in a mobile
phone. We demonstrate that the implementation of a given phase mask and digital
image restoration of the recorded images can imply two important trade-offs, namely
image artifacts and noise amplification in the restored images.
Image artifacts have not been given much attention in hybrid imaging systems.
Despite of this, the image artifacts have probably been the main reason why no
commercial products have been manufactured until now. In this thesis, we analyse
for the first time the form of specific image artifacts, which imply that we are
able to fully understand the physics of the artifacts. Based on the understanding,
we develop a technique to remove the image artifacts. Furthermore, we develop a
hybrid imaging system with adjustable noise amplification.
Our original contributions to hybrid imaging techniques, which include the understanding of depth-of-field in various hybrid imaging systems (with and without sampling), understanding and development of a compact zoom lens with a single moving
element, the understanding and removal of image artifacts, and development of a hybrid imaging system with adjustable noise amplification, will make the development
of future and commercial hybrid imaging systems possible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Over the last fifty years, there has been a huge increase in the development of
so-called hybrid optical-digital imaging systems or simply hybrid imaging systems.
Examples of such systems are electro-optical imaging systems with optical elements
implemented in the aperture-stop and digital post-image processing applied to the
acquired image, jointly optimised for task-based imaging. Especially, development
of hybrid imaging systems with a phase mask in the aperture-stop have been given
much attention in the last fifteen years.
For example, for imaging with extended-depth-of-field (EDOF), cubic [1] or generalised cubic shaped phase masks [2, 3] have been optimised for use in traditional lens
systems [4, 5], in microscopes [6, 7], in infrared imaging systems [8, 9], in a passive
infrared motion system [10] and in multiple lens array systems [11, 12]. For imaging
with mitigation of chromatic focal shift, phase masks have been optimised for use
in traditional lens systems [13]. For imaging with low sensitivity to various optical
aberrations, phase masks have been optimised for use in infrared systems [14–16], in
compact annular folded lenses [17–19], and in a zoom lens system [20]. Furthermore,
for imaging with low sensitivity to thermal expansion and imaging with extended
dynamic range, phase masks have been optimised for use in infrared systems [21–23]
and in Shack-Hartmann wave-front sensors [24]. Finally, phase masks have been
optimised for determining range in traditional lens systems [25, 26]. Phase masks or
other hybrid imaging system techniques seem to offer great potential development
of a huge range of new imaging systems.
The main objective of this thesis is to theoretically and experimentally demonstrate
that a given hybrid imaging system technique can be used to design and develop
a simple and compact zoom lens with EDOF imaging, which potentially can be
integrated into a mobile phone.
This chapter gives a general background to imaging with EDOF; a literature review
on several hybrid imaging system techniques and a description of which hybrid
imaging system to use, followed by an outline and achievements.
1

1.1

Background of imaging with extended-depth-of-field

In 1960, W. T. Welford desired to acquire an image with more details in focus than
a conventional camera, and described therefore the possibilities of using an annular
aperture-stop for increasing the depth-of-field (DOF) of a simple lens [27]. He found
that for imaging of isolated points sources, the annular stop improves the DOF
compared to stopping down the aperture-stop. With this result, the era of imaging
with EDOF was born.
A step further into imaging with EDOF, was taken by Tsujiuchi when he suggested
modifying the amplitude of the in-coming light in the aperture-stop with a so-called
amplitude mask: a glass plate with a given amplitude transmittance function [28].
Since then, many amplitude masks and their performance have been described for
imaging with EDOF, for example [29–37]. Common for all the just described systems, is that imaging with EDOF implies an increase in exposure time and decrease
in image contrast and in the modulation-transfer-function (MTF).
1.2
1.2.1

Literature review on hybrid imaging system techniques
Amplitude masks

Hybrid imaging systems with amplitude masks have been suggested in [38]. However,
since hybrid imaging systems with amplitude masks increase the exposure time, they
are non-optimal imaging systems, and hybrid imaging systems that only modify the
phase of the incoming light (using a phase mask in the aperture stop) have therefore
been suggested instead.
1.2.2

Phase masks

Hybrid imaging systems with reported phase masks fall into two main classes: those
with radial symmetric and those with radial asymmetric phase functions.

Radial symmetric phase functions
In 1992 Sochacki et al. [39] considered to modify the phase of the light with a phase
mask to obtain imaging with EDOF. They inspected the on-axis irradiance, and
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derived a symmetrical rotational pupil function. The phase mask with this phase
function was called the circular symmetric logarithmic phase mask.
In 1998, Zalvidea and Sicre [40] derived another circular symmetric phase mask,
which was later called the quartic phase mask [41], and shown to produce an identical
axial irradiance to the previously reported circular symmetric logarithmic phase
mask, only different by a phase shift. In 2009, a circular symmetric phase mask,
with 24 terms, slightly better in imaging performance than the quartic mask, was
proposed by Zhou et al. [42]. In 2001, another symmetric phase mask was proposed
by Chi and George [43]. This was a lens which was divided into annular rings of
different focus, thereby changing the phase. This phase mask, or lens, was called
the logarithmic asphere.
In 2008 and 2009, Mouroulis [44] and Robinson et al. [45] suggested to use a spherical
phase mask : a phase mask with the shape of spherical aberration, and demonstrated
its ability to also yield EDOF. The spherical phase mask is a simplified quartic phase
mask.
A phase mask with binary zones for EDOF was considered by Elkind et al. [46] and
Zalevsky et al. [47] in 2003 and 2006, respectively. In 2006, it was demonstrated
by Chi et al. [48] that if a part of an aperture (a central circular obstruction)
has an LCD, that rotates the polarisation of the incoming light, and the annular
aperture part leaves the other part of the light non-modified, then the entire system
will obtain EDOF. This system would imply that the detector would sense two
independent orthogonal intensities of the polarised light and hence add these two
intensities, each from a diffraction-limited system. Therefore, this system would not
require any filter techniques - neither would it require any polarisation filters and
work for both un-polarised and linear polarised light.
All symmetric phase masks yield images with reduced contrast but the images retain
image sharpness over an increased depth-of-field. Image contrast can be restored
with image processing, but image sharpness is retained even in the unrestored image.

3

Radial asymmetric phase functions
In 1995, Dowski and Cathey [1] proposed a method to achieve EDOF, but with
a cubic phase mask, which required digital image post-processing. This technique
was termed wavefront coding (WFC). Dowski and Cathey applied the stationary
phase method to the ambiguity function and derived the phase mask that would
produce optical-transfer-functions (OTFs) and hence also point-spread-functions
(PSFs), that would be invariant to defocus. The image through the cubic phase
mask is severely blurred and requires digital image processing. All the MTFs (both
in an out of focus) are lowered compared to a diffraction-limited MTF, and the mask
can be optimised such that it produces no zeroes in a desired MTF-frequency range.
The defocused image can therefore be restored with only one PSF (typically, the
in-focus PSF) for all values of defocus.
In 2003, another group used a similar technique to WFC, which was called pupilphase-engineering (PPE) [2]. They derived another asymmetric phase mask, which
could be described with a more general third order polynomial. Their phase mask
is called the generalised cubic or the petal. The generalised cubic phase mask was
later presented in a cosine form by Kubala et al. [8]. The generalised cubic phase
mask was later modified in [3] to include fifth order terms.
Fifth order phase masks have been optimised in [49]. A recent asymmetric phase
mask including 24 terms has been described in [50]. Many different asymmetric
phase exist, for example [51–60]. One of the phase masks [51] can be expressed
in terms of a logarithmic function, and is hence called the asymmetric logarithmic
phase mask.
All the asymmetric masks introduce both strong phase effects and reduced amplitude
in OTF so image restoration is essential for formation of a sharp image. Image
restoration involves a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and addition of
image artefacts of the restored image relative to the recorded image and this is the
quid pro quo for the increased depth-of-field. Alternatives to hybrid imaging systems
with phase masks have however been suggested and these fall into five main classes:
those with combined amplitude and phase masks, with mechanical focus sweep, with
lens arrays, with coded apertures and with pure image processing.
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1.2.3

Combined amplitude and phase masks

In 2005 and 2006, Yang et al. [61] and Ben-Eliezer et al. [62] suggested combining
amplitude and phase masks. The trade-off with combined amplitude and phase
masks is that they have reduced light throughput compared phase only masks.
1.2.4

Mechanical focus sweep

In 1972, Häusler [63] obtained EDOF by continuously moving the specimen in a
microscope during the exposure time. This resulted in an MTF, super-positioned
by all the MTFs for the different foci, and by applying image restoration, a sharp
image could be obtained. A similar approach was made in 2008 [64], where instead
of moving the specimen, the detector was moved in a camera during exposure. These
methods require mechanical moving elements which can be fragile and expensive.
Finally, the acquisition is slow compared to acquisition of a single snap-shot image.
1.2.5

Lens arrays

In 2003, Ben-Elieser et al. [65] suggested adding 16 spatially multiplexed Fresnel
lenses at different focal length to a primary lens. Each lens has a relatively small
DOF, but together with overlap, they form a final image with EDOF. The disadvantage of this system is that the small lenses imply reduced optical throughput
compared to a single lens system. The advantage is however that no digital image
post-processing is required, but just like with the symmetric phase masks, image processing can be applied to improve the image contrast. This system was improved
further in 2005 by adding a phase to some of the lenses [66]. Similar to the imaging
system presented by Ben-Elieser et al., is the so-called lattice focal lens, which also
consists of several lenses on top of a primary lens [67]. The lattice focal lens requires
however a time consuming depth-estimation to be able to image with EDOF. A bit
different from adding lens arrays on top of a primary lens is the light-field camera,
where a microlens array is placed between the detector and the primary lens [68].
This camera is able to estimate the depth and acquire an image simultaneous so that
fast image restoration on the acquired image can used to obtain a sharp final image
[68]. This comes however with a cost of a severe reduction in display resolution, and
the final image is typically 256 times smaller than the detector size.
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1.2.6

Coded apertures

In 2007, Levin et al. [69] and Veeraraghavan et al. [70] suggested to image with a
coded aperture, i.e. an amplitude mask consisting of non-transmissive blocks, but in
such a way that the PSF varies distinctively with defocus, and can be identified with
a depth-estimation algorithm such that image restoration can be used to recover an
image with all or specific objects in focus. The disadvantage of the coded aperture is
first of all, that much of the light is blocked (typically 50%) and is therefore similar
to stopping down the aperture, and secondly that the depth-estimation requires long
processing time.
1.2.7

Pure image processing

In 1999, it was suggested that the OTF from a conventional image could be retrieved
from its Fourier transform and its first zero could be determined and compared to an
analytical expression for the determination of the amount of defocus [71]. Using the
defocused OTF in image processing could lead to improved image resolution, but
would not be able to reconstruct all frequencies due to zeroes in the OTF. This problem could however be solved by recording two differently defocused images located
at different distances and computing their Fourier transform [71]. The disadvantage
of this solution is clearly the acquisition time required for recording two images.
In 2008, Tisse et al. [72] described that for a lens system with severe longitudinal
chromatic aberration, EDOF can be achieved based on merging the sharpest colour
in the red-green-blue (RGB) channel, with the others via a complex image processing
technique. It is described in [72] that the only trade-off with this technique is a loss
of chrominance high frequencies that would be lost anyway after image compression
used in most cameras and therefore have no general problems. It is however clear
that the colours of the objects, and not only the distance of these, also will have
an influence on the sharpness in the colour channels and therefore lead to problems
with EDOF. Finally, the computation time for complex imaging processing will be
an issue.
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1.3

The optimal hybrid imaging system technique

From the literature review, it is clear that all the hybrid imaging system techniques
come with various trade-offs. The optimal hybrid imaging system techniques depend
therefore on the application, which we are interested in and whether the trade-off
can be accepted. It is obvious that a mechanically moving element as required
for the techniques in subsection 1.2.4 will increase both the cost and the size of
the imaging system, and will therefore be non-ideal in mobile phones. In mobile
phones, there is also a limit on the CPU processing capability, and hybrid imaging
system techniques with complex computer algorithms as described in the literature
review can therefore also be excluded from the list. In mobile phone cameras, the
aperture-stop is relatively small and a further reduction in the aperture stop with for
example amplitude masks, lens arrays or coded apertures will therefore also be suboptimal. We are therefore only left with the techniques with phase masks and image
processing or pure image processing. In this thesis we will use the technique with
phase mask and image processing because of the following reasons. The technique
are well-described in the literature and several systems have already been developed.
Furthermore, the technique is easy to implement and have been studied in great
details by the advanced imaging group at Heriot Watt, led by Professor Andrew
Harvey, who is also my supervisor. Finally, the technique involves understanding
of physics and gives further insight into this physics. It is however unclear from
the existing literature, which phase mask gives the optimal performance, but in
this thesis, we show that asymmetric phase masks are optimal for imaging with
extended-depth-of-field. It should be remembered that the asymmetric phase mask
involves a reduction in the SNR and addition of image artifacts of the restored image
relative to the recorded image. However, in this thesis, we develop a technique to
remove the artifacts produced by the asymmetric phase mask with a trade-off of
a bit more advanced image processing technique. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that both symmetric and asymmetric phase masks have been patented and that this
complicates the commercialisation of hybrid imaging systems with these techniques.
The same is also the case for techniques using purely image processing, where an
eventually commercialisation will also require patent agreements.
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1.4

Outline and achievements

In chapter 2, we describe the fundamentals of hybrid imaging systems and show for
the first time how DOF depends on undersampling in a hybrid imaging system with
a cubic phase mask. We also show that the asymmetric phase masks have better
EDOF imaging performance compared to symmetric phase masks.
In chapter 3, we describe and analyse the design of a novel compact zoom lens
system. Furthermore, we describe how to miniaturise a zoom lens with only a single
moving element by the use of any given hybrid imaging system technique. As an
example we describe a miniaturised zoom lens with the implementation of a cubic
phase mask. We have here made a major contribution to the analyses of a compact
hybrid zoom lens system with a single moving element and EDOF imaging. We
demonstrate an experimental realisation of the novel compact zoom lens design and
the asymmetric phase mask. We present here a development of the world’s first
zoom lens with only a single moving element and EDOF imaging.
In chapter 4, we analyse analytically for the first time, the image artifacts produced
by the cubic phase mask and show that they are manifested as replication artifacts.
We develop a technique to remove the image artifacts in the restored images produced by the cubic phase mask and thus provide a very high image quality. This
technique can be used for simple depth-estimation.
In chapter 5, we demonstrate an experimental realisation of an adjustable hybrid
imaging system which is able to control the loss in SNR which comes with the
implementation of asymmetric phase mask. We present here a development of the
world’s first adjustable hybrid imaging system.
In chapter 6, we conclude the thesis and present future work.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of hybrid imaging systems

We present the fundamentals of image formation and image restoration, which is
important for the understanding of hybrid imaging systems. Based on this, we
model a conventional and a hybrid imaging system to demonstrate the advantages
and trade-offs. We demonstrate that a hybrid imaging system gives imaging with
extended depth-of-field compared to a conventional imaging system but that it comes
at a cost of a reduction in bandwidth, noise amplification and image artifacts. We
analyse and determine the depth-of-focus in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic
phase mask and obtain for the first time the expected depth-of-focus in such a system
when sampling is included. Finally we show that an asymmetric phase mask does
give more extended depth-of-field than a symmetric phase mask.
2.1

Introduction

DOF is a property that is not well-defined, but several definitions exist and usually
given in terms of the PSF, the OTF, or the MTF, which are therefore important
functions for evaluation of both conventional and hybrid imaging systems.
In 2005, Muyo and Harvey [73] obtained an analytical approximation of the OTF
and the MTF in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask [73]. Other
analytical expressions of the OTF in hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase
mask are obtained by Lei et al. [74], Christensen and Somayaji [11] and Pan et al.
[75]. Bagheri et al. [76] has obtained approximations for the MTF only. Zhang
et al. have obtained analytical expressions for the PSF and calculated the off-axis
spot diagram in hybrid imaging systems with a cubic phase mask in [77] and [78],
respectively.
Various similarity-measures of the PSF has been used to describe the EDOF performance. For example, Sherif et al. have defined the similarity between the out-offocus PSF and the in-focus PSF with a correlation measure known as the Hilbert
space angle [79]. The Pearson correlation between the out-of-focus PSF to the infocus PSF was suggested in [80]. The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean
of a given PSF was suggested in [81]. The Strehl ratio (the ratio of the on-axis
9

out-of-focus PSF irradiance to the on-axis diffraction-limited PSF irradiance) has
been used to evaluate the imaging performance in presence of various aberrations
by Mezouari et al. [82–84]. Fisher information of the PSF has been described in
[2, 3, 85, 86].
Similarity-measures of the MTF have also been used to describe the EDOF performance. For example, the integral of the ratio of the out-of-focus MTF to the
in-focus MTF was suggested by Mezouari [87], the ratio of the volume of the outof-focus MTF to the volume of the in-focus MTF was suggested by Muyo [88], and
the mean-square-error (MSE) between the out-of-focus MTF and the in-focus MTF
was suggested by Zhao [89]. The constancy of the MTF at its maximum frequency
of interest has also been used to describe the EDOF-performance [90], whilst the
derivative of the MTF with respect to defocus for each sampled spatial frequency
was suggested in [91].
Finally, similarity measures related to the OTF have also been used to describe the
EDOF performance. Fisher-information of the OTF has been used extensively in
the comparison and optimisation of phase masks for imaging with EDOF [1, 92, 93].
A measure related to the second derivative of the OTF has been proposed in [49].
Qualitative overview of EDOF performance in hybrid systems with the cubic phase
mask have been made with the OTF-related ambiguity function [94, 95] in [1]. A
similar approach, but with the Wigner distribution function, similar to the ambiguity
function, has been used in [96].
The many similarity measures can be related to completely different definitions of
DOF, and as a result lead to completely different values of DOF. In this thesis we
state however a new definition of DOF and as a result of this we determine, for the
first time, the expected DOF in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask
where sampling has been included. In section 2.2, we present the fundamentals of
image formation and image restoration from which we obtain the equations for use
in modelling. In section 2.3 we continue with modelling of a conventional and a
hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask. In section 2.4, we obtain the DOF
in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask and investigate the effect of
under-sampling. In section 2.5 we show that asymmetric phase masks give larger
depth-of-field than symmetric phase masks.
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2.2

Image formation and image restoration

The image irradiance distribution i(xi , yi ) is the object irradiance distribution o(xo , yo )
convolved with the PSF, h(xi , yi , xo , yo ) [97–100], with (xi , yi ) referring to the coordinates in the image-plane and (xo , yo ) referring to the object-plane coordinates.
When the PSF is space-invariant, h(xi , yi , xo , yo ) = h(xi − xo , yi − yo ), then image
formation can be written as the convolution [99]:
Z Z
i(xi , yi ) =

o(xo , yo )h(xi − xo , yi − yo )dxo dyo ,

(2.1)

Ideal image formation is obtained when i(xi , yi ) = o(xo , yo ), i.e. when the PSF is
the delta-function, h(xi − xo , yi − yo ) = δ(xi − xo , yi − yo ), [100]. The delta-function
PSF only exist in theory and in practice, image formation is diffraction-limited and
the PSF has therefore a certain width. The above convolution can simply be written
with the convolution operator (⊗) as [99]:
i=o⊗h

(2.2)

Using the convolution theorem, the Fourier transform (denoted F) of the image is
the product of the Fourier transform of the object irradiance distribution, O, and
the Fourier transform of the PSF, H, [100]:
I = F [i] = F [o ⊗ h] = F [o] × F [h] = O × H,

(2.3)

where H is the OTF when normalised to unity at zero spatial frequency. The
magnitude of the OTF is the MTF, |H|. In the presence of noise, the above equation
is modified to:
IN = I + N = O × H + N,

(2.4)

where N is the fourier transform of the noise. Noise is characterised with the signalto-noise-ratio (SNR) and in this thesis we use the definition:
SN R = 20 log10 (imax /σn ),

(2.5)

where imax is the maximum pixel value at the detector (the dynamic range) and σn
is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distributed noise. If the image is blurred
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by convolution with the PSF, then it is desirable to restore the image such that it
corresponds to the object. The task of image restoration is related to finding an
estimate of the original object O. By identifying the estimate of the original object
as the restored image I 0 = O0 , the task of image restoration is to solve the following
equation:
I 0 = O0 = I × F,

(2.6)

where F is the frequency response filter. The task of image restoration is therefore
to find a frequency response filter which provides a good estimate of the original
object when the blurred image is given. In the absence of noise, and the PSF is
known, then it is easy to verify that the inverse filter [101, 102]:
F = 1/H

(2.7)

gives the original image. When the inverse filter is applied with (2.6), the process
is called inverse filtering, and in the presence of noise, this yields:
IN0 = O0 = O +

N
H

(2.8)

This result is simply an image with additive noise. The additive noise is problematic
because the division with H can give very large values for certain frequencies when
H is small such that the noise can dominate the result. In this way, a small amount
of noise can be visible in the restored image. One way to solve the above problem
is to modify H or the inverse filter such that low values disappear. An example of
such a filter is the Wiener filter [101, 102]:
F =
where

∗

H∗
H∗
=
,
H∗ × H + K
|H|2 + K

(2.9)

is the complex conjugation operator and K is a regularisation parameter

with optimum value of K = h|N |2 i/h|I|2 i = mnσn2 /h|I|2 i, where h·i is the mean,
| · | is the absolute value, σn2 is the variance of the Gaussian noise and mn are
image dimensions. For K = 0, the Wiener filter (2.9) simply reduces to the inverse
filter (2.7). The best possible image is the in-focus diffraction-limited image, and
therefore, the above is in practice multiplied with the in-focus diffraction-limited
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OTF, Hdl , yielding:
F =

H ∗ Hdl
|H|2 + K

(2.10)

Insertion of equation (2.10) and an image in the presence of noise into (2.6) yields:
I 0 = O0 =

O × |H|2 Hdl + N × H ∗ Hdl
|H|2 + K

(2.11)

Clearly, the above result reduces to a diffraction-limited image with additive noise
when K = 0. The Wiener filter suppresses hence the high frequency noise but
also the high-frequencies in the diffraction-limited image, meaning it produces a
non-sharp restored image. There is therefore a trade between noise and sharpness
related to image restoration. The noise gain for an inverse filter, F = F (u, v), with
u and v as spatial frequency-plane coordinates, is given as [8]:
v
u
n−1
u 1 m−1
XX
g=t
|F (u, v)|2
mn u=0 v=0

2.3

(2.12)

Modelling of a conventional and a hybrid imaging system

In this section, we will model a conventional and hybrid imaging system with a cubic
phase mask (CPM) in a circular aperture stop, which surface profile is given by:
zCP M (x, y) = α(x3 + y 3 )

(2.13)

where α is a real variable that specifies the optical path difference and (x, y) are
normalised aperture-stop coordinates with respect to the aperture-stop radius. The
surface profile of the cubic phase mask as given by (2.13) is shown in figure 2.1.
Since the incoherent on-axis (xo = 0, yo = 0) PSF electric-field amplitude is the
Fourier transform of the pupil-function (the amplitude and phase-function of the
aperture stop), then the hybrid defocused on-axis OTF is given as:
Hhybrid (ν, ξ; W020 ) = F

h



 2 i
F exp jk α(x3 + y 3 ) + W020 (x2 + y 2 )

(2.14)

where ν and ξ are normalised spatial frequencies with respect to the cut-off fre√
quency, k = 2π/λ is the wave-number, W020 is the defocus parameter and j = −1.
By setting Hhybrid = Hhybrid (ν, ξ; W020 ), a defocused image through a cubic phase
13

Figure 2.1: A cubic phase mask
mask in the presence of noise, using (2.4) with (2.14) as the hybrid image (before
image restoration), can be written:
Ihybrid = O × Hhybrid + N,

(2.15)

The hybrid image is therefore blurred even when the image is in focus, i.e. when
W020 = 0. Since blurring is caused by the phase mask, we can use the OTF produced
by the phase mask in a restoration process to remove the blur. The cubic phase
mask has been optimised such that it produces an MTF which is approximately
invariant to defocus and we can therefore use the in-focus OTF to also remove both
the in- and the out-of-focus blur [1]. Using just the in-focus OTF to restore out-offocus images has a negative effect on the image quality. To see the effect directly
in the restored image, the hybrid image (2.15) is inserted into (2.6) with an inverse
filter (2.7) together with the hybrid in-focus OTF, (2.14), with W020 = 0, denoted
Hhybrid,0 :
IN0 = O0 =

O × Hhybrid + N
Hhybrid,0

(2.16)

When Hhybrid,0 = Hhybrid , then the above equation reduces to an image with additive
noise. If the hybrid OTF (Hhybrid ) has variations compared to the in-focus hybrid
OTF (Hhybrid,0 ), then the restored image will have image artifacts. If noise is dominant, image artifacts will be less visible. Image artifacts have rarely been mentioned
in publications with hybrid imaging systems and will be explained in more details
in chapter 4. For now, we see from (2.16) that there is trade between noise and
image artifacts. With a Wiener filter (equation (2.10)) instead of an inverse filter,
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the restored image can be written as:
IN0 = O0 =

∗
∗
Hdl
Hdl + N × Hhybrid,0
O × Hhybrid × Hhybrid,0
,
2
|Hhybrid,0 | + K

(2.17)

The Wiener filter suppresses the high frequency content and there is therefore
a trade-off between sharpness and image-artifacts. Modelling of a conventional
diffraction-limited system with defocus is easily obtained by the use of (2.15) and
(2.14) by setting α = 0 and vary W020 for the desired defocus, whilst modelling of a
hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask with defocus is readily obtained by
the use of (2.15) and (2.14) by setting α 6= 0 and vary W020 for the desired defocus.
As an example of a hybrid imaging system we use α = 5λ. In the following and the
rest of the thesis, we model the aperture stop, and hence the PSF, the OTF and
the MTF on a 512 × 512 pixel grid. The PSF and MTF with various defocus in
both the conventional and hybrid imaging system are shown in figure 2.2 and 2.3,
respectively. Slices of the MTF along the horizontal direction are shown in Fig. 2.4.
Images of Lena (an image typically used in image processing), as they will look in a
conventional and a hybrid imaging system (before restoration and after restoration)
are shown in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 in the absence of noise and with noise yielding
SNR=40dB, respectively.
From the obtained figures, we observe many differences between the conventional
and the hybrid imaging system with the cubic phase mask. First of all, we see
that the PSFs (Fig. 2.2(a), Fig. 2.2(c) and Fig. 2.2(e)) and MTFs (Fig. 2.3(a),
Fig. 2.3(c) and Fig. 2.3(e)) in a conventional imaging system vary much more
with defocus compared to the PSFs ((Fig. 2.2(b), Fig. 2.2(d) and Fig. 2.2(f)))
and MTFs (Fig. 2.3(b), Fig. 2.3(d) and 2.3(f)) in a hybrid imaging system. Also,
we notice that the PSFs and MTFs for the hybrid imaging system are asymmetric
and the MTFs are very low along the diagonal directions compared to vertical and
horizontal directions. Secondly, we observe that the blurred images in a conventional
imaging system are blurred in such a way that we cannot recognise the details. On
the other hand, for the hybrid imaging system, we observe that the restored images
have details that we can recognise but also have image artifacts, which modify and
disturb the image. In the presence of noise (Fig. 2.6) we observe that the restored
images in the hybrid imaging system have a higher level of noise compared to the
conventional imaging system due to the noise gain caused by image restoration.
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(a) W020 = 0λ

(b) W020 = 0λ

(c) W020 = 2λ

(d) W020 = 2λ

(e) W020 = 4λ

(f) W020 = 4λ

Figure 2.2: PSFs in a conventional imaging system (a,c,e) and in a hybrid imaging
system with a cubic phase mask with α = 5λ before restoration (b,d,f ) with various
defocus.
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(a) W020 = 0λ

(b) W020 = 0λ

(c) W020 = 2λ

(d) W020 = 2λ

(e) W020 = 4λ

(f) W020 = 4λ

Figure 2.3: 3D MTFs in a conventional imaging system (a,c,e) and in a hybrid
imaging system with a cubic phase mask with α = 5λ before restoration (b,d,f ) with
various defocus.
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(a) W020 = 0λ

(b) W020 = 0λ

(c) W020 = 2λ

(d) W020 = 2λ

(e) W020 = 4λ

(f) W020 = 4λ

Figure 2.4: MTFs along the horizontal direction in a conventional imaging system
(a,c,e) and in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask with α = 5λ before
restoration (b,d,f ) with various defocus. Dashed line shows the in-focus diffractionlimited MTF.
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(a) W020 = 0λ

(b) W020 = 0λ

(c) W020 = 0λ

(d) W020 = 2λ

(e) W020 = 2λ

(f) W020 = 2λ

(g) W020 = 4λ

(h) W020 = 4λ

(i) W020 = 4λ

Figure 2.5: Various images in a conventional imaging system (a,d,g), in a hybrid
system with a cubic phase mask with α = 5λ before restoration (b,e,h) and after
restoration (c,f,i) with various defocus.
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(a) W020 = 0λ

(b) W020 = 0λ

(c) W020 = 0λ

(d) W020 = 2λ

(e) W020 = 2λ

(f) W020 = 2λ

(g) W020 = 4λ

(h) W020 = 4λ

(i) W020 = 4λ

Figure 2.6: Various images in a conventional imaging system (a,d,g), in a hybrid
system with a cubic phase mask with α = 5λ before restoration (b,e,h) and after
restoration (c,f,i) with various defocus and SNR=40dB.
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2.4

Analysis and determination of depth-of-focus in a conventional and
a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask

2.4.1

Depth-of-focus in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase
mask

From Fig. 2.4(b), 2.4(d) and 2.4(f), it can be seen that the maximum bandwidth
of the MTF is reduced with defocus. An equation for the maximum normalised
bandwidth spatial frequency νmax = u/u0 , where u0 is the diffraction-limited spatial
cut-off frequency, has been derived in [11, 78]:
νmax = 1 −

|W020 |max
3α

(2.18)

For a system with a cubic phase mask with for example α = 1λ and W020 = 1λ, the
maximum bandwidth is reduced to 66%. For the example in the previous section,
where we used α = 5λ, we find that at W020 = 4λ, the maximum bandwidth is
reduced to 74%, which can also be seen from Fig. 2.4(f). The optimal α-value
clearly depends on the DOF and the maximum bandwidth spatial frequency νmax
of interest. Similarly, the desired DOF also depends on α and νmax . From (2.18) we
easily obtain the maximum DOF:
|W020 |max = 3α(1 − νmax )

(2.19)

Equation (2.19) was first derived in [73] and later in [75], both based on the OTF,
and shows the fundamental properties of a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase
mask: the larger the α, and the smaller the maximum bandwidth spatial frequency
νmax , the larger the DOF. Hence, equation (2.19) shows how much DOF that can
be obtained in a hybrid imaging system, once we know how much we are willing to
reduce the spatial bandwidth and once we know α. So if we for example are able
to reduce the bandwidth to 80%, and we have a phase mask with α = 1λ, then we
obtain |W020 |max = 0.6λ. Equation (2.19) gives a basic idea of the expected DOF,
but excludes much information. First of all, it excludes information about the image
artifacts produced in the restored image (as shown in Fig. 2.5(c), 2.5(f), and 2.5(i))
and about the noise gain (as described in equation (2.12) and shown in Fig. 2.6(c),
2.6(f), and 2.6(i)). Finally, it excludes information about sampling.
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To evaluate the performance of a hybrid imaging system with EDOF, we must
remember to include sampling, inspect image artifacts and the noise gain or a related
characteristic. In this section we determine the maximum DOF that can be tolerated
in hybrid imaging systems both without and with detector sampling and a cubic
phase mask. For comparative reasons, the DOF in a conventional imaging system
is of great importance.
2.4.2

Depth-of-focus in a conventional imaging system

The 1-D on-axis OTF for a conventional imaging system with a square aperture
with defocus is given as [101]:

8W020
Hconventional (ν) = Λ(ν)sinc
(1 − ν)
λ


(2.20)

where Λ(ν) is the triangle function given by Λ(ν) = 1 − |ν| for |ν| ≤ 1 and Λ(ν) = 0
otherwise, whilst sinc(ν) is the sinc-function, given by sinc(ν) = sin(πν)/(πν).
DOF can be defined as the defocus distance, which reduces the Strehl ratio to 80%.
We can calculate the Strehl ratio from the OTF, simply by the ratio of the integral of
the out-of-focus OTF to the integral of the in-focus diffraction-limited OTF. We find
easily from (2.20) that the Strehl ratio is 80% when W20 = λ/4, which is sometimes
referred to as Rayleigh’s defocus criterion. A more strict defocus criterion is given
by Hopkin’s defocus criterion which is W020 = λ/(2π) ≈ λ/(6) [1], for which the
Strehl ratio is 91.4%.
2.4.3

A new measure to define depth-of-focus

The Strehl-ratio before restoration is much lower in a hybrid imaging system compared to a conventional imaging system because the cubic phase mask introduces
strong aberrations, and therefore it cannot be directly used to determine for DOF
in hybrid imaging systems and compared to a conventional imaging system. As
described in the introduction, various similarity measures have been suggested to
determine and define DOF. However, none of the definition of DOF are directly
related to the width of the PSF. We will now explore this possibility.
For a conventional imaging system, it is well-known that the width of the PSF
increases with defocus. In laser optics, where the beam profile is Gaussian, DOF
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in one direction is defined as the distance in which the in-focus radius, r = r0 , is
√
increased to r = 2r0 . The radius for a circular Gaussian beam profile is usually
defined from where the irradiance is 1/e2 of the maximum irradiance. For imaging
systems in general, this definition is not always applicable, especially if the PSF is
asymmetric.
We now define r = r0 as the radius from the centroid of the PSF that encircles
80% of the total energy. The fraction of the total energy is called the fractional
encircled energy (FEE). The radius which gives F EE = 80% is rather arbitrary.
We choose however this radius because it has a single-valued FEE in a conventional
imaging system with pure defocus [97]. For larger radii, the FEE is oscillating due
to zeroes in the PSF [97] and can therefore have multiple values. Furthermore, an
F EE = 80% within a given radius is in practice used to define good image quality,
especially in telescopes.
Based on our new definition, and inspired by the DOF definition used in laser optics,
we define DOF in one direction as the distance in which r0 is increased by a factor
√
2. With our definition of DOF, we now inspect a hybrid imaging system with
a cubic phase mask. For completeness and mathematical insight, we conduct an
analysis based on both modelling and mathematical analysis.
2.4.4

Depth-of-focus determined by the fractional encircled energy

Modelling of a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask with defocus is done
by the use of (2.14) as in the previous section, but now we use a square aperture in
order to later be able to compare with analytical results. Using α in a range from
1λ to 5λ, we obtain the PSFs produced by a cubic phase mask. We determine then
√
W020 that gives an FEE of 80% within r = 2r0 . The results are graphically shown
in Fig. 2.7, from which we find the linear relationship between W020 and α:
|W20 |model ≈ 0.61α + 0.143λ

(2.21)

The constant of 0.143λ is close to Hopkin’s defocus criterion and clearly obtained
when α = 0. From our modelled results it can be seen that our definition of DOF
gives a defocus criterion similar to Hopkin’s defocus criterion.
For our mathematical analysis, it can be shown that the FEE for a symmetric PSF
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Figure 2.7: Maximum defocus versus α in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic
phase mask in square aperture obtained by modelling. The data points are the results
obtained by modelling, whilst the solid line is the linear curve with the best fit given
by equation (2.21)
can be expressed in terms of the system OTF, Hsystem , [103]:
Z

ν=1

F EE(r̃) = 2πr̃

Hsystem (ν)J1 (2πr̃ν)dν,

(2.22)

ν=0

where r̃ = r/(F/#λ) is the normalised radius with respect to F-number and wavelength, ν = 1 is the maximum frequency of the system OTF, and J1 is the first-order
Bessel function.
For an asymmetric PSF, the FEE can also be found [104], and using the same values
of r̃ and OTF-limits, as defined as above, we write the FEE as:
Z

2π

Z

ν=1

F EE(r̃) = r̃

Hsystem (ν, ψ)J1 (2πr̃ν)dνdψ,
0

(2.23)

ν=0

where ψ is the angle in the frequency space. The above reduces to (2.22) for symmetric PSFs and OTFs. In equation (2.23), the OTF can in general be replaced by
the MTF [103], such that the FEE for asymmetric OTF functions can be calculated
as well.
It is important to note that the two equations for FEE are only valid in the case that
they converge to 1 for r̃ → ∞. Using (2.22), together with (2.20) with r̃ ranging
from 0 to 10, and various values of defocus, we obtain the FEE of the PSF produced
by a conventional imaging system with a square aperture as a function of radius, r̃,
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as shown in Fig. 2.8(a). The oscillations of the FEE are due to zeroes in the PSF
[97].
It is well-known that the PSF produced by a circular aperture has its first zero at
r = 1.22F #λ and r̃ = 1.22 and encircles 84% of the total energy [100], but for a
square aperture, the first zero is at r = 1F #λ and r̃ = 1 as can be found from
(2.20). From Fig. 2.8(a) it can be seen that r̃ = 1 encircles around 88% of the total
energy. We see from Fig. 2.8(a) that r̃ = 0.7 contains an FEE of 80%, and this
√
radius is expanded to r̃ = 0.7 2 ≈ 1 for W020 = 1/7λ, yielding the tolerable DOF in
agreement with our modelled result. For r̃ → ∞, it can also be seen in Fig. 2.8(a)
that FEE approaches unity as expected and equation (2.20) is therefore valid. We
now determine the DOF in hybrid imaging systems with a cubic phase mask.
For the cubic, asymmetric phase mask, we must use equation (2.23), with the OTF
replaced by the MTF [103], to obtain the FEE. However, equation (2.23) gives the
FEE encircled by a radius from the on-axis position, and not from the centroid.
Since our definition of DOF is related to the centroid, we must be careful in using
equation (2.23) for evaluation of DOF, especially when the centroid is far away from
the on-axis position. From our modelled results with the cubic phase mask, we find
that the centroid of the PSF is shifted both horizontally and vertically by four pixels
from the on-axis position for an increase in α by 1λ. The evaluation of DOF using
equation (2.23) is therefore only accurate for low values of α.
We now consider the case when the system MTF is the optical MTF produced by
the cubic phase mask. Since the optical MTF, produced by the cubic phase mask,
has four identical functions around the centre spanned from ψ = 0 to ψ = π/2, and
each of these identical functions can be split into two mirrored functions (See Fig.
2.3(b), Fig. 2.3(d) and 2.3(f)), we can simplify the calculation of the FEE as:
Z

ν=1

Z

π/4

|Hsystem (ν, ψ)|J1 (2πr̃ν)dνdψ

F EE(r̃) = 8r̃
ν=0

(2.24)

0

To compute (2.24) for a square aperture, the MTF must be a function of ν and
ψ. For a square aperture, the MTF can be expressed as the multiplication of two
rectangular separable MTFs produced by a cubic phase mask. Such exact MTFs
have been derived in [11], whilst approximations of these can be found in [1, 73–
75]. We can therefore use these MTFs and convert them into a single function with
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.8: Fractional Encircled Energy versus radius in (a) a conventional imaging
system and a hybrid imaging system with (b) α = 1λ and (c) α = 2λ for various
defocus
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variables ν and ψ. The approximate MTF-expressions in [1, 74, 75], are completely
independent of defocus, but as we have shown above, the MTF does indeed depend
on the defocus; the bandwidth of the MTF decreases with defocus. Furthermore,
the approximate expressions of the MTFs, even without defocus, cannot be used to
determine the FEE, since they with equation (2.24) diverge from 1 for r̃ → ∞. We
therefore use the exact expressions of the MTFs given in [11]. The expression of the
rectangular separable OTF as a function of defocus along the horizontal direction,
produced by the cubic phase mask, is given as [11]:

Hhybrid (ν; W020 ) =

1
48α|ν|

1/2


2
−j4πW020
ν 1
√
exp[j4παν ] exp
3α
2
3



{CF (b(|ν; W020 |)) − CF (a(|ν; W020 |)) + jSF (b(|ν; W020 |)) − jSF (a(|ν; W020 |))}
(2.25)
where the operators CF and SF are the Fresnel cosine and sine integral, respectively,
and the operands a(ν) and b(ν) are given by:
1/2

W020
− (1 − |ν|)
3α




W020
+ (1 − |ν|)
3α

a(ν; W020 ) = (24αν)

1/2

b(ν; W020 ) = (24αν)





(2.26)

The first three terms in (2.25) are identical to those obtained for the approximate
OTF in [73]. The above exact expression for the OTF includes a scale factor and
four Fresnel integrals. The last phase term is defocus dependent and responsible for
shifting the image with defocus when α is small. The expression of the rectangular
separable MTF as a function of defocus along the horizontal direction, produced by
the cubic phase mask, is [11]:

|Hhybrid (ν; W020 )| =

1
96α|ν|

1/2

{[CF (b(|ν; W020 |)) − CF (a(|ν; W020 |))]2

+ [SF (b(|ν; W020 |)) − SF (a(|ν; W020 |))]2 }1/2

(2.27)

The MTF along the vertical direction is the same as (2.27) but with ν replaced by ξ.
To obtain a single MTF expression with variables ν and ψ, Hhybrid (ν, ψ; W020 ), we
multiply the horizontal and vertical MTFs and make the substitutions ν = ν cos ψ
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and ξ = ν sin ψ, yielding:
|Hhybrid (ν, ψ; W020 )| =

1
√
96α|ν cosψ sin ψ|

{[CF (b(|ν cos ψ; W020 |)) − CF (a(|ν cos ψ; W020 |))]2
+ [SF (b(|ν cos ψ; W020 |)) − SF (a(|ν cos ψ; W020 |))]2 }1/2
{[CF (b(|ν sin ψ; W020 |)) − CF (a(|ν sin ψ; W020 |))]2
+ [SF (b(|ν sin ψ; W020 |)) − SF (a(|ν sin ψ; W020 |))]2 }1/2
(2.28)
Considering that the system MTF in the hybrid imaging system is the optical MTF,
i.e. |Hsystem (ν, ψ)| = |Hhybrid (ν, ψ; W020 )|, we insert (2.28) with W020 = 0 into (2.24)
and equalising this to 80%. From this we can find the radius, r̃ = r̃0 , that encircles
80% of the energy in focus with the cubic phase mask. After obtaining r̃0 we can
√
insert r̃ = 2r̃0 back into (2.24) together with (2.28) with W020 6= 0 and isolate
W020 . Since this is analytically very challenging, we choose instead to compute this
numerically for specific values of α. To obtain great accuracy between modelled
and theoretical results, we choose α from 0.5λ to 2λ. The FEE as a function of
r̃ and W020 , obtained with (2.24) and (2.28), in two hybrid imaging systems with
α = 1λ and α = 2λ with specific values of W020 , is as examples shown in Fig. 2.8(b)
and Fig. 2.8(c), respectively. From Fig. 2.8(b) we see that the radius containing
√
an FEE of 80%, r̃ = 3.43, is expanded close to a radius of r̃ = 3.43 2 ≈ 4.85 for
W020 = 0.6λ, which is close to the tolerable DOF with α = 1λ. Similarly, we see
from Fig. 2.8(c) that the radius containing an FEE of 80%, r̃ = 6.95, is expanded
√
close to a radius of r̃ = 6.95 2 ≈ 9.83 for W020 = 1.2λ, which is close to the tolerable
DOF with α = 2λ. Note that regardless of the encircled energy, it can be observed
by comparison of 2.8(b) and 2.8(c) that the cubic phase mask with larger α gives
a more constant PSF with respect to defocus and therefore a larger depth-of-focus.
For α ranging from α = 0.5λ and α = 2λ, we find the results as graphically shown
in Fig. 2.9, from which we find the linear relationship between α and W020 :
|W20 |theory ≈ 0.58α + 0.143λ
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(2.29)

The above theoretical expression for the DOF is very close to our previous result
(2.21) obtained by modelling, and confirms the validity of (2.22), (2.23), (2.24),
(2.27) and (2.28). For simplicity, we approximate the maximum DOF obtained by
modelling and mathematical analysis to:
|W20 |max ≈ 0.60α

(2.30)

Figure 2.9: Maximum defocus versus α in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic
phase mask in a square aperture obtained by mathematical analysis. The data points
are the results obtained by mathematical analysis, whilst the solid line is the linear
curve with the best fit given by equation (2.29)
By insertion of equation (2.30) into (2.18), we find that the maximum DOF implies
a band-width reduction to 80%. From this result, it can be concluded that a wellsampled system gives EDOF compared to a conventional imaging system, but it
comes on the cost of a reduction in bandwidth. The above defocus criterion is
easily obtained from (2.19) by setting and ν = 80%. It should be remembered,
that the EDOF obtained with a cubic phase mask is also accomplished with a
reduction in SNR and image artifacts due to image processing. The reduction in
SNR is furthermore reduced more along the diagonal direction than the vertical and
horizontal directions due to the highly suppressed MTF in the diagonal direction as
shown in Fig. 2.3(a), Fig. 2.3(c) and Fig. 2.3(e). It is important to note that the
factor in front of α in equation (2.21) and (2.29) is completely arbitrary since DOF
and defocus criteria are completely arbitrary. Our choice of our defocus criterion,
based on an expansion factor, gave a defocus criterion similar to Hopkins criterion.
By choosing completely arbitrary defocus criteria, we can find completely different
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depth-of-focii. For example, if we had chosen Rayleigh’s defocus criterion, we could
√
have found an expansion factor different from 2 and have obtained another factor
in front of α in equation (2.21) and (2.29). We should however remember, according
to equation (2.18), that the lower the value of α for a given defocus, the more the
spatial frequency band-width reduces. The spatial band-width is depending on our
system and requirement.
In relation to our findings, a linear relationship between α and W020 has recently also
been found using an image quality measure of the restored image by T. Vettenburg
et al. [105], however with |W20 |max ≈ 2α, meaning more than three times more
extended-depth-of-field in comparison to that obtained by us (see equation (2.30)).
This difference clearly illustrates that the depth-of-field is depending on the system
and requirements. The systems described in [105] tolerate a spatial band-width
reduction down to 33% whereas the systems described by us tolerate a reduction
down to only 80%. It is clear that if we had used the same tolerance of spatial bandwidth reduction as described in [105], we would have obtained the exactly same linear
relationship. Despite of the difference in the scaling factor, it is important to note
that both analyses yield a linear relationship between α and W020 .
It is not obvious from our above analyses why the DOF in a hybrid imaging system
with a cubic phase mask depends linearly on α, but this can be easily understood
from a geometrical optics point-of-view as we now show. The radius of the PSF, obtained by geometrical optics [78] also derived with Fourier optics with the stationary
phase method [77], can be written as:
r(W020 ) =

(6πα + k|W020 |)2
6π 2 αu0

(2.31)

The geometrical radius in (2.31) is encircling close to 100% of the total energy [77]
rather than 80% of the total energy, and therefore not perfectly in agreement with
our definition of DOF. We continue however to analyse it because of its simplicity.
Equation (2.31) shows the fundamental properties of the PSF produced by the cubic
phase mask: the radius of the PSF increases with α and W020 , whilst the slope of the
radius with respect to defocus decreases with α. From this observation, we clearly
see that DOF, which is dependent on the slope of the radius with respect to defocus,
can be increased by increasing α. From the geometrical radius, we obtain the DOF,
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related to our definition of DOF, by determining when the out-of-focus radius has
√
expanded to a factor of 2 relative to the in-focus radius. From (2.31) we see that
the in-focus radius is:
r(W020 = 0) =

6α
u0

(2.32)

We determine now the DOF in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask
√
by isolating W20 from the following equality 2r(W020 = 0) = r(W020 ), given by:
√ 6α
(6πα + k|W020 |)2
2
=
u0
6π 2 αu0

(2.33)

and obtain the linear relationship between W020 and α:
|W020 | = 3(21/4 − 1)α ≈ 0.6α

(2.34)

We now see that the DOF obtained by geometrical optics is identical to our results
obtained by modelling and mathematical analysis (equation (2.30)). With our definition of DOF using the FEE, we have compared the tolerance to defocus in a hybrid
imaging system with a cubic phase mask. Our definition required the calculation
of the centroid and the radius, r = r̃, that encircles 80% of the total energy of the
in-focus PSF and other radii of defocused PSFs. In modelling, the centroid was
easily calculated, but the calculations of r, for several PSFs, required an iterative
procedure which accuracy was determined by the radial step in the iteration.
It is therefore desirable to find a simpler and more accurate measure which gives
the same linear relationship between α and W020 , as we have found above. To find
a simpler measure, we see that the linear relationship between α and W020 can be
found easily even without considering the defocus. This is because the tolerable
defocus is directly related to the in-focus radius r. Specifically, we see from (2.35)
that there is a linear relationship between r and α. To obtain the linear relationship
between W020 and α, as described in equation (2.34), we can relate the radius to
W020 by the simple linear relation:
|W020 | = r(W020 = 0)0.1u0 = r(W020 = 0) · c,

(2.35)

where c is a linear scaling constant given by c = 0.1u0 . In other words, we can
estimate the DOF in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask from metrics
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of the in-focus PSF or OTF. This is not only true for the hybrid imaging system with
the cubic phase mask, but true in general. It has for example been described that
the 2-norm of the second derivative of the in-focus OTF with respect to defocus,
fully determines the variation of the OTF over a large range of defocus [49]. As
a simple alternative to the FEE radius, we therefore inspect this measure in more
details, and specifically, its potential for linearity with α, such that it has the same
property as the in-focus FEE radius.
2.4.5

Depth-of-focus determined by the optical transfer function

The exact separable 1D OTF of the cubic phase mask is given in equation (2.25), and
the exact 2D OTF is hence a product of two 1D OTFs, where one of the OTFs has
its horizontal frequency, ν, replaced by a vertical frequency, ξ. As an approximation
to the 2D OTF, we omit the Fresnel integrals in (2.25) and obtain:


1
48α|ν|

1/2

2
ν
−j4πW020
exp[j4παν ] exp
3α



1
48α|ξ|

1/2


2
ξ
−j4πW020
exp[j4παxi ] exp
, (2.36)
3α

Hhybrid (ν, ξ; W020 ) ≈

3

3







from which we find:
k

∂ 2 Hhybrid (ν, ξ; W020 = 0)
1
k∝ 2
2
∂W020
α

(2.37)

where k · k is the 2-norm. Hence, in order to obtain a linear relationship between a
measure and α, we must use the following measure, which we call Q:
Q=k

∂ 2 Hhybrid (ν, ξ; W020 = 0) −1/2
k
∝ α,
2
∂W020

(2.38)

By proper scaling of Q with a constant c, we will estimate the maximum defocus
by:
|W020 |max = c · Q ∝ α

(2.39)

When the exact OTF is used instead of the approximate, i.e. by including the
Fresnel integrals in the OTF expressions, we find only an approximate linearity, since
the Fresnel integrals depend on α, which therefore will be expected with modelled
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results. For efficiency, it has been shown in [49], that the second derivative of the
OTF with respect to defocus can be calculated using only four fourier transforms.
For simplicity, we choose however to evaluate |W020 |max as:
|W020 |max = ck

H(W020 = ) − 2H(W020 = 0) + H(W020 = −) −1/2
k
,
2

(2.40)

where H(W020 ) = H(ν, ξ; W020 ) is the OTF for a general imaging system and  is a
small number which is related to an error term of equation (2.40) by the order of 2 .
We calculate now the OTF from a circular aperture, since this is most commonly
used, and choose  = 1.0 · 10−5 and c such that it gives |W020 |max = 3λ for α = 5λ
as previously obtained for a square aperture, which for the given 512x512 pixel grid
and  yields c = 16. The maximum defocus is calculated by three OTFs, and hence
by six Fourier transforms (2 for each pupil function as a function of defocus) rather
than four as in [49]. The maximum defocus as a function of α up to α = 5λ is seen
in Fig. 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Maximum defocus versus α in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic
phase mask in a circular aperture. The results are obtained by modelling and by
using equation (2.40).

From Fig. 2.10 we see that there for a circular aperture with a cubic phase mask
also is a linear relationship between |W020 |max and α. As expected, although based
on a square aperture, the mentioned linearity is only approximate. Furthermore, in
comparison with Fig. 2.7, we see that maximum defocus for α = 0 is |W020 | = 0.5λ
rather than |W020 | = 0.143λ. The graph in Fig. 2.10 could be similar to the graph
in Fig. 2.7 by proper normalisation, but on the other hand, if we can tolerate the
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artifacts produced at |W020 | = 3λ for α = 3λ (similar to those in Fig. 2.5), then it is
also sensible to state that we can also tolerate a defocus of 0.5λ. The graph in Fig.
2.10 is in other words more realistic than that in Fig. 2.7, but a proper graph would
optimally need to be normalised with human visual perception. In other words,
depth-of-focus should optimally be based on a measure that quantifies the image
quality and the image artifacts in the defocused and restored images. Currently,
most metrics that agree well with human-visual perception, such as for example the
MSSIM measure [106], are good to quantify noise, Gaussian blur and compression
artifacts, but to our knowledge, no metrics are currently able to quantify restoration
artifacts, and we therefore restrict ourselves to the physics-related metrics that we
have described in this chapter.
2.4.6

The effect of sampling on the depth-of-focus

So far in our analyses of DOF, we have excluded the effect of sampling. It is
nevertheless clear from equation (2.23) and (2.24) that when the the detector MTF
is included in the system MTF, it will have an effect on the FEE and the DOF,
which we now inspect. The detector MTF along one direction is given by [100]:
|Hdetector (ν)| = sinc(pν),

(2.41)

where p is the full width of the pixel multiplied with the optical cut-off frequency.
The angular dependent detector MTF for a square detector with 100% fill-factor is
hence:
|Hdetector (ν, ψ)| = sinc(pν cos ψ)sinc(pν sin ψ)

(2.42)

When the detector array is contiguous as above, the detector MTF has its first zero
at ν = 1/p, which is twice the Nyquist frequency νN = 1/(2p) [100]. Hence, when
p = 1, then the optical cut-off frequency is twice the Nyquist frequency and the
system is said to be perfectly sampled. Undersampling occurs when the Nyquist
frequency is below half of the optical cut-off frequency or when p > 1, and we define
therefore a system with p = 1 to have an undersampling factor of 1.
For p = 2, the optical cut-off frequency is four times the Nyquist frequency, and we
define such a system with an undersampling factor of 2. In summary, we simply
define undersampling factor as the ratio of the optical cut-off frequency to twice the
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Nyquist frequency or simply as p. We now consider the system MTF, including the
optical MTF in the hybrid imaging system and the detector MTF, given as:
|Hsystem (ν, ψ)| = |Hhybrid (ν, ψ; W020 )||Hdetector (ν, ψ)|

(2.43)

Using the above system MTF in (2.24), we obtain the DOF as a function of undersampling factor as shown in Fig. 2.11. From Fig. 2.11 it can be seen from the
first time that undersampling improves the DOF. It can specifically be seen that
the DOF is improved much for low values of α, whereas the DOF is only improved
little for large values of α. Based on Fig. 2.11, we can see that we can improve
DOF by increasing the pixel size, which comes with a trade-off in terms of low
pixel-resolution images.

Figure 2.11: Maximum defocus versus undersampling factor in a hybrid imaging
system with a cubic phase mask

2.5

Depth-of-focus in various hybrid imaging systems

We will now compare the DOF for three hybrid imaging systems: one with a cubic
phase mask, a generalised cubic phase mask and a quartic phase mask. The two first
phase masks are asymmetric whilst the last is symmetric. Therefore, the following
comparison will answer the important question whether the asymmetric phase mask
is better or worse than the symmetric phase mask in terms of imaging with EDOF.
In the following we will use a circular aperture since this is the most common. The
cubic phase mask surface profile is given by equation (2.13). The generalised cubic
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phase mask (GCPM) surface profile is [2, 3]:
zGCP M (x, y) = α(x3 + y 3 ) + β(x2 y + y 2 x)

(2.44)

where α and β are real variables that specify the optical path difference. When
β = 0, the generalised cubic phase mask reduces to the cubic phase mask. The
optimal EDOF performance of the generalised cubic phase mask has been shown to
be when β = −3α according to [105]. In the following we will therefore use this
phase mask parameter. The quartic phase mask (QPM) surface profile is [82, 84]:
zQP M (x, y) = α(x2 + y 2 + γ)2 ,

(2.45)

where α is real variable that specifies the optical path difference and γ is a real
variable which corresponds to defocus. In the following, we will use γ = −1/2 as
an optimum for tolerating defocus, as used by Mezouari et al. [82, 84]. The surface
profile of the generalised cubic and the quartic phase mask are shown in Fig. 2.12(a)
and Fig. 2.12(b), respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12: A (a) generalised cubic phase mask and (b) a quartic phase mask

We now use equation (2.40) with all three phase masks to find the relationship
between the maximum defocus and α and obtain the results in Fig. 2.13. For all
three phase masks there is an approximate linear relationship between W020 and
α. This does not however inform us about the performance of the phase masks.
However, for each phase mask with parameter, α, we can calculate a set of in-focus
image quality parameters, such as for example the noise-gain (see equation 2.12) or
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the in-focus Strehl ratio produced by the phase mask. For large α, the quartic phase
mask introduces zeroes in the high-frequency part of the MTF and the noise-gain
will as a result diverge to infinity. For a fair comparison we will therefore restrict
ourselves to the in-focus Strehl ratio produced by a given phase mask, which versus
α is obtained in Fig. 2.14. The in-focus Strehl ratio is calculated as the ratio of the
integral of the in-focus MTF, produced by the phase mask, to the integral of the
in-focus diffraction-limited MTF.
From Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14, we can relate the maximum defocus to a specific infocus Strehl ratio and determine which phase mask gives the largest DOF for a given
in-focus Strehl ratio. From Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14 we see that for a given in-focus
Strehl ratio, the cubic and the generalised cubic phase masks yield approximately
the same amount of DOF, whilst the quartic phase mask yields less DOF than the
two asymmetric phase masks.
In our comparison, we have related the out-of-focus performance to the in-focus
properties of the OTF. As previously described, a rigourous comparison requires a
quantification of the image quality and image artifacts in the final defocused images.
Since this is a complicated task, we now make a qualitative comparison, where we
as an example require that the in-focus Strehl-ratio must be 0.15. According to
Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14 this requirement gives W020 = 2.0λ, for the cubic mask,
W020 = 1.9λ, for the generalised cubic mask and W020 = 1.2λ, for the quartic mask.
The final images at the mentioned defocus distances, for the corresponding α-value,
according to Fig. 2.13, are obtained in Fig. 2.15(a), 2.15(b) and 2.15(c) for the
cubic, the generalised cubic and the quartic phase mask, respectively. The images
produced by the asymmetric phase masks are obtained by image restoration of the
in-focus PSF whilst the image produced by the symmetric, quartic phase mask is
without restoration and as recorded.
From Fig. 2.15, we clearly see image artifacts produced by image restoration in the
restored images for the cubic and the generalised cubic phase mask. The artifacts
produced by the image restoration and the cubic phase mask have two characteristics: (1) periodic bands in the image, which are caused by a specific frequency in
the diagonal of the MTF, and (2) image replications (see for example the replica of
the hat in the vertical direction), which will be explained in chapter 4. The artifacts
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Figure 2.13: Maximum defocus versus phase mask parameter, α for a cubic, generalised cubic (β = −3α) and quartic (γ = −1/2) phase mask

Figure 2.14: In-focus Strehl ratio versus phase mask parameter, α for a cubic, generalised cubic and quartic phase mask

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.15: Final images in hybrid imaging systems that yield that same in-focus
Strehl ratio with (a) a cubic phase mask with α = 3λ and W020 = 2λ (b) a generalised
cubic phase mask with α = 1λ and W020 = 1.9λ and (c) a quartic phase mask with
α = 3λ and W020 = 1.2λ.
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produced by image restoration and the generalised cubic phase mask distort the image severely and the image is almost non-recognisable. The symmetric phase mask
does not require image restoration, since the produced OTF is real, and produces
therefore no image restoration-artifacts, but high-frequency content is washed out.
In comparison, the cubic phase mask preserves the high frequency content.
Based on the images in Fig. 2.15 and the definition of DOF using the 2-norm of the
second-derivative of the in-focus OTF, we can state that asymmetric phase masks
give larger depth-of-focus than the symmetric phase mask, but also introduce image
artifacts. Image artifacts are a huge problem that needs to be addressed and they
cannot just be ignored as they mostly are in publications with EDOF imaging. If,
however, we could remove all the image artifacts, then the quantification of depthof-focus, based on the image quality of the restored image, would be easy. Noise
and blurring would then only degrade the image quality, and simple metrics such as
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) or the MSSIM measure, can be used. Related to
this, we show in chapter 4, that we can remove the image artifacts produced by a cubic phase mask, by determining a restoration kernel that matches the imaging PSF.
By assuming that this is possible for all kinds of phase masks, it has been shown
using both the RMSE and MSSIM of restored images in a large range of defocus, in
comparison with the perfect in-focus diffraction-limited image, that the asymmetric
phase masks indeed are better than the symmetric phase masks in terms of averaging image quality over a given defocus range [105]. The results obtained in [105]
showed a linear relationship between α and W020 for both the cubic, the generalised
cubic phase mask and the quartic phase mask, which we have also presented in this
chapter, however with another scaling constant.
Therefore, our simple procedure to quantify DOF where restoration has been excluded, and where we used just the in-focus properties of the OTF, can be related
to a procedure that quantifies DOF based on the image quality of defocused images.
The procedure for the above comparison with the in-focus properties of the OTF,
which is much faster than averaging image quality over a large range of defocus, can
be made for various phase masks and can also be used in general to optimise phase
masks, but we stop here, since this subject has been the topic in many articles as
previously described.
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2.6

Conclusions

We started with a presentation of the fundamentals of hybrid imaging system by describing image formation and restoration. Based on this, we modeled a conventional
and a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask and showed that the latter
imaging system gives imaging with extended depth-of-focus but with a trade-off in
terms of reduction of bandwidth, image artifacts and noise gain. Depth-of-focus can
be defined in many ways, yield many different results and does not typically include
the effects of the trade-offs that are present in a hybrid imaging system. We have
stated a new definition of depth-of-focus which can be used to give an estimate of
the expected depth-of-focus in hybrid imaging systems and include the effect of sampling. Our definition excludes, as the many typical definitions, the quantification of
reduction of bandwidth, loss of SNR and levels of artifacts. However, our definition
can be used to quantify image quality degradation as a function of defocus. Thus
our definition is a more general definition than just a defocus parameter to quantify
the DOF in hybrid imaging systems. With our definition we obtained a physical understanding and analytical expressions of depth-of-focus in a hybrid imaging system
with a cubic phase mask. Our definition required a calculation of the centroid and
a calculation of the in-focus radius that encircles 80% of the total energy together
with a set of radii of defocused PSFs. We have found an interesting result using
our definition: when sampling is included in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic
phase mask, the depth-of-focus can be improved by almost 100% by high undersampling with low phase encoding, whilst the depth-of-focus is almost constant with
high phase encoding. Our definition of DOF is however a bit complicated for use
in real practical systems, and as an alternative we defined a simple measure which
gave us similar DOF for a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask. This
measure was based on the 2-norm of the second derivative of the in-focus OTF as
originally proposed in [49]. Using this measure, we have found that the asymmetric phase masks yield more DOF than symmetric phase masks, in agreement with
recently obtained results. In the rest of the thesis we will restrict ourselves to only
asymmetric phase masks, and in the next chapter we will show how implementation
of an asymmetric phase mask can be used in the design of a hybrid zoom lens with
only a single moving element.
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Chapter 3
Hybrid single-moving-element zoom-lenses

We present an analysis of single-moving-element zoom lenses in the thin-lens limit
and show how the length of these zoom lenses is determined by the zoom-factor,
sensor-dimension and the depth-of-focus. By decreasing the sensor size and extending the depth-of-focus, the lengths of these zoom lenses can be reduced significantly.
As an example we show how the exploitation of modern miniaturised detector array combined with a cubic phase mask enables the length of a 2.3× single moving
element zoom lens to be reduced almost three orders-of-magnitude to 10mm. We
present a ray-traced design, several manufactured examples of these hybrid singlemoving-element zoom lens and demonstrate experimental results.
3.1

Introduction

In designing zoom lenses, two prominent issues must be addressed: the variator,
which is responsible for “zooming”, introduces (A) defocus, and (B) variations in
optical aberrations [107]. To solve problem A, most modern zoom lenses employ
so-called mechanical compensation in which at least one extra moving element, a
precisely controlled lens called the compensator, is introduced to compensate defocus
introduced by the variator [108]. To solve problem B, most modern zoom lenses
are designed with additional lenses which compensate for the variations in optical
aberrations introduced by zooming. The complexity introduced by these traditional
design approaches tends to prevent miniaturisation.
In this chapter we show how combining hybrid imaging techniques, such as described
in chapter 1, combined with the exploitation of the small pixel-size of modern detector arrays enables miniaturisation of single-moving-element (SME) zoom lenses.
To our knowledge, hybrid imaging techniques have not previously been employed
in SME zoom lenses for this purpose. Prischepa and Dowski [20] have reported a
mechanically compensated zoom lens that employed WFC to solve problem B and
enable a simplified and more compact mechanically compensated zoom lens with two
moving single aspherical lenses. Other applications of hybrid imaging techniques are
described in chapter 1.
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We show here a new solution to problem A that enables the design of ultra-compact
SME hybrid zoom lenses: we replace the compensator in a conventional mechanicallycompensated zoom lens with a hybrid imaging technique so as to enable zooming
with a single moving element and reduce the need for precision mechanical motion
within the lens. In particular, we consider the implementation of the cubic phase
mask (WFC [1]) as described in chapter 2.
In section 3.2, we present a new analysis of SME zoom lenses from which we show
that their length is limited by zoom-factor, sensor size and DOF. As a result of
this we propose to miniaturise SME lenses in two steps: first by exploiting reduced
sensor size and secondly by using WFC to increase the DOF. In section 3.3, by way
of example, we describe miniaturisation of a 2.3× optical SME zoom lens.
3.2

Analysis of SME zoom lenses

In this section we employ the paraxial approximation to obtain expressions for
the overall length of a SME lens which show lucidly how the length can be reduced. These also enable a first-order design to be approximated subsequent to
more rigourous design using ray-tracing. Variation of lens power can be achieved
by changing the separation between two lens elements A and B according to the
well-known equation PAB = PA + PB − dPA PB , where PA and PB are the powers of
the two lens elements and d is the displacement between lenses A and B [108]. The
back-focal-length (BFL) of the combined lens system is [108]
BF LAB (d) = (1 − PA d)/PAB

(3.1)

An asymmetric two-lens system suffers from a rapid variation in optical aberrations
during zooming. This effect is reduced for symmetrical zoom lenses as shown in Fig.
3.1. These employ two fixed lenses, A and C and a moving lens B which executes
the zooming function. The zoom factor of a zoom lens is the ratio between the
maximum and minimum effective focal lengths, Z = fmax /fmin . We define M as
the ratio of the effective focal lengths of the zoom lens when lenses A and B are in
contact to when lenses B and C are in contact. The powers of lenses A and B may
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then be written in the forms [108, 107]:
PA = (R − 1)/(RS)
PB = (1 − R2 )/(RS),
where R =

√

(3.2)

M and S is the distance between lenses A and C.

(a) Zoom lens configuration + − +

(b) Zoom lens configuration − + −

Figure 3.1: Two zoom lens configurations with one moving element and a total of 3
elements showing the defocus related to the movement of lens element B. The defocus
is exaggerated to show the principle and the direction. Typically, the defocus for the
two zoom lens configurations is not identical in magnitude as also indicated by the
dashed curve

Lens A and B can be in the order positive, negative (+-), or negative, positive
(-+): the +- configuration has M = Z and the -+ configuration has M = 1/Z.
Defocus formed by the combination of lenses A, B and C, depends on the lens
displacement d and the lens powers. The focal length of the combined lenses A and
B is fAB = fA fB /(fA + fB − d) [108], from which the focal length of a combined
system of the 3 lenses, A, B and C, can be found using a re-occurrence procedure.
Denoting the focal length of the combined 3-lens system at the widest field-of-view
as fmin , the power PC can be shown, using (3.2), to be:
√
PC = PA + 1/(fmin Z)
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(3.3)

It can be seen that if the effective focal length at wide field-of-view is infinity, then
an afocal zoom lens is obtained. The two SME zoom lens-configurations in Fig. 3.1
will be denoted +-+ and -+-, which refer to the signs of the powers of the lenses
for an afocal system. It should be noted however that the -+-, configuration usually
has a positive lens power in the rear for a focusing system. We use here the paraxial
approximation to estimate the BFL of each three-lens combination as a function of
S and lens displacement d, as it has also been done for various zoom lens systems
in [107]. The transfer-matrix of the zoom lens is:

T̄ = 

1 BF LABC
0

1




1
−PC






0
1 S−d
1
0
1 d
1
0





1
0
1
−PB 1
0 1
−PA 1
(3.4)
 
 

ζ
ζ0
Focused light rays are given by   = T̄  , where ζ and ζ 0 are the light rayϑ
ϑ0
0
height and ϑ and ϑ are light ray-angles. Focusing at infinity (ϑ = 0, ∀ζ) and solving
for ζ 0 = 0 yields the non-trivial solution for ζ 6= 0:
BF LABC (d, S) =

1 + PB (−S + d) − PA (S − PB Sd + PB d2 )
PB + PC − PB PC d − PA (−1 + PB d + PC (S − PB Sd + PB d2 ))
(3.5)

which reduces to (3.1) when PC = 0 and S = d. By insertion of (3.2) and (3.3) into
(3.5), the BFL at d = 0 and d = S is:
√
BF L = fmin Z

(3.6)

By subtracting (3.6) from (3.5), the defocus from the image plane is obtained and
this goes to zero at d = 0 and d = S. The maximum defocus from the image plane
when focusing at infinity for the two-lens configurations is then:
∆z =

2
fmin
(R − 1)3 Z
p
,
2(fmin (R − 1) Z + (1 − 3R)RS)

(3.7)

where the factor of two in the divisor is introduced because we assume the detector
or image plane is placed midway between the extreme locations of the planes of
best focus. This is the optimal location if the F-number (F/#) of the zoom lens is
constant during zooming. Equation (3.7) shows that the defocus is approximately
inversely proportional to the lens separation S and highlights the fundamental prob-
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lem in miniaturising a SME zoom lens: the overall length of the lens can be reduced
only by reducing S and at a cost of increased defocus, ∆z. The total length of
the two zoom lens configurations is L = S + BF L ± ∆z where the ± is positive
for the + − + configuration and negative for the − + − , configuration according
to the defocus indicated in Fig. 3.1. Since ∆z is much smaller than S and BF L,
L ≈ S + BF L and using (3.7), in the thin-lens approximation,
√ 
xsensor Z 16(F/#)2 (R3 + 2R − 1)|W020 | +
L≈

√ 
(R−1)3 xsensor Z
2 tan(θ/2)

32(F/#)2 R(3R − 1)|W020 | tan(θ/2)

,

(3.8)

where xsensor is the horizontal sensor size, θ is the full-angle field-of-view. According
to the Hopkins criterion, acceptable image quality requires that W020 ≤ λ/6 and
in this case the second term in the major brackets in (3.8) dominates and so for a
system with acceptable defocus we can write
L≈

(R − 1)3 x2sensor Z
.
64(F/#)2 R(3R − 1)|W020 | tan2 (θ/2)

(3.9)

Combining a large sensor-size and zoom-factor with application of the Hopkins criterion can lead to zoom lenses with lengths of 10m or more which severely restricts
their usefulness. This would clearly be impractical and hence all modern miniature
zoom lenses are mechanically compensated. Recent technology developments have
yielded an order-of-magnitude reduction in sensor size: from 43mm diagonal for
traditional 35mm film to a few mm for modern pixilated detectors, and hence offer
scope for a two-orders-of magnitude reduction in lengths of SME lenses. Even for
modern electronic imaging systems, SME lenses are relatively large. For example
the use of a 3.58mm wide detector with a modest zoom factor of Z = 2.5, at wide
field and F/# = 2.8, the minimum lengths of the + − + and − + − configurations
are 64mm and 154mm respectively. This assumes that, in accordance with Hopkin’s
criterion, W020 = λ/6 at 550nm. The variation of minimum lengths with zoom factor
for these systems is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). This miniaturisation of SME zoom lenses,
enabled by reduced sensor size alone, gives lengths which are still impractically long
for many consumer applications, such as integration into mobile telephones. It can
be observed from equation (3.8) that lens length, L, can be further reduced by allowing an increase in W020 and as described in chapter 1, several techniques exist
fortunately to achieve EDOF whilst retaining acceptable image quality. We have
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chosen here to achieve EDOF by the use of a cubic phase mask (as we described
in chapter 2) since it is the best known and offers a trade of EDOF against SNR
reduction that is at least as good as other reported masks.
The reduction in length that is facilitated when defocus can be corrected using a
hybrid imaging technique is illustrated by Fig. 3.2(b), which shows the variation
in length of SME zoom lenses with W020 for Z = 2.5 and xsensor = 3.58mm as
given by equation (3.8). For example, for reducing the maximum length of the
zoom lenses; from the lengths of 64mm and 115mm required to fulfill the Hopkins
criterion; to a length of 10mm that is compatible with use in mobile phone cameras
results in a maximum defocus of 1.76λ and 4.21λ (λ = 550nm) for the + − +
and − + − configurations respectively. This represents a three orders-orders-ofmagnitude reduction compared to the impractical 10m required for a SME zoom lens
based on traditional technologies: two orders-of-magnitude reduction due to the use
of modern small detector arrays and an additional order-of-magnitude due to the use
of WFC to increase DOF. A lens of these dimensions may also be attained with a
mechanically compensated zoom lens; the explicit trade-off is that the simplification
of the lens mechanics attained by a single moving element with WFC is achieved
with a quid pro quo of degradation in the SNR of the recovered image. From the
presented examples, it can be seen that the + − + zoom lens introduces less defocus
and hence enables lower levels of noise degradation than the − + − zoom lens
configuration.

(a) Length as a function of zoom factor

(b) Length as a function of defocus constant

Figure 3.2: Length as a function of (a) zoom factor and (b) defocus constant in
terms of waves for two zoom lens configurations with one moving element. In 3.2(a)
defocus is given by Hopkins defocus criterion. In 3.2(b) a zoom factor of 2.5 is used.
A horizontal sensor dimension of 3.58mm is used in both cases. Solid line represents
zoom lens configuration + − + while dotted line represents zoom lens configuration
− + −.
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3.3
3.3.1

Design example of hybrid SME zoom lenses
First-order design condiderations

In locating the aperture stop in the zoom systems we aim to minimise the variation
in lens aberration with zooming and avoid the lens elements becoming unfeasibly
thick for the curvatures required. The magnitudes of the aberrations depend on
lens powers and the length of the lens and also on the configuration used. This is
illustrated by the following example: for a 2.3× optical zoom lens with length of
10mm, a horizontal sensor size of 3.58mm, and field of view of θ = 65◦ ; the minimum
focal length is fmin = 2.813mm and the travel of the moving element is restricted to
2.5mm. These conditions dictate the focal lengths of the three groups in the zoom
lens via equations (3.2) and (3.3). The values for the effective focal lengths (EFL)
of the lens groups are given in table 3.1 below.
Configuration EFL - Lens A
+-+
7.34mm
-+-4.84mm

EFL - Lens B
-3.92mm
3.92mm

EFL - Lens C
2.70mm
36.00mm

Table 3.1: Lens effective focal lengths for a 2.3× optical zoom lens with lens B
traveling by 2.5mm
For this example the − + − configuration requires higher focal ratios for the lens
groups and therefore more readily enables low levels of aberrations. Ray-tracing
analysis has also indicated that low aberrations are more readily achieved in the
− + − configuration. This configuration is therefore preferable although the levels
of defocus, and consequently noise gain, are higher. For the − + − configurations
the stop can realistically only be placed at element 2 and as is common, the system
F/# will vary with zooming.
3.3.2

Ray-trace design

As an example of a miniaturised design, we have used the first-order design considerations above as the basis for the design of a 2.3× SME zoom lens with WFC
for alleviation of aberrations. The ray-traced optical design is shown in 3.3(a) and
the calculated defocus with respect to d obtained by subtracting (3.6) from (3.5) is
shown in Fig. 3.3(b) together with values of defocus obtained by ray tracing at five
discrete lens positions. The optimal sensor position (shown as defocus of 0mm in
Fig. 3.3(b)) is that which gives equal magnitude of defocus parameter at the defocus
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extrema at lens positions 0.9mm and 2.5mm, such that the absolute maximum defocus parameter is minimised. The small discrepancy in defocus between the paraxial
approximations and the ray-trace design is generally observed and indicates that
they serve as a good first-order approximation on which a detailed design may be
based. The zoom lens consists of three groups: the first group is fixed and consists
of a single aspheric plastic element; the second group is the variator, consisting of 2
aspheric plastic elements, the aperture stop and a spherical cemented glass doublet;
the third group is fixed and consists of two aspheric plastic elements.

(a) Ray-traced zoom lens design

(b) Defocus versus lens position

Figure 3.3: (a) Layout and ray-traces of the example zoom lens for lens displacement
of 1.2mm and (b) the calculated defocus versus lens position
The lens has been designed with a maximum aperture that varies between F/3.8
at wide field-of-view and F/6.7 for the narrow field-of-view. The defocus parameter from the optimal sensor position is W020 = −2.36λ(λ = 550nm) at lens position 0.9mm and W020 = 2.36λ at lens position 2.5mm (wide field-of-view) and
W020 = 0.76λ at lens position 0.0mm (narrow field-of-view). In this chapter we report the mitigation of this defocus by use of cubic phase modulation at the aperture
stop, although other EDOF techniques may also be used. To obtain good radiometric sensitivity and for ease of manufacture it is common to use pixels significantly
larger than the PSF and this introduces aliasing and attenuation of higher spatial
frequencies by the pixel response function. A good trade-off of noise-gain against
insensitivity to defocus is obtained when the phase mask is sufficiently strong to prevent excessive suppression of the MTF for all spatial frequencies below the Nyquist
frequency of the imager.
If we are only interested in frequencies up to 50% of the optical cut-off frequency,
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then the maximum defocus can be mitigated with a phase mask with α = 1.57λ
(according to (2.19)). Undersampling gives for α = 1.57λ a slightly increased DOF
according to Fig. 2.11. The α-value of α = 1.57λ corresponds to a peak-to-peak
surface relief of 3.78 microns at 550nm. The sampled on-axis PSFs (1.75 micron pixel
size) and on-axis MTFs (up to Nyquist frequency 142 cycles/mm) with and without
the phase mask are shown in Fig. 3.4 for zoom positions corresponding to focal
lengths of 6.6mm, 4.5mm and 2.9mm. The MTFs for a conventional mechanically
compensated zoom lens with two moving elements are also included in the MTF
plots for comparison. Mechanical compensation involves movement of the third lens
group to retain sharp focus.
For the SME zoom lens without WFC, the high degree of suppression of the MTFs
introduces, in general, excessive blur in the recorded image and the zeros in the
MTF prevent efficient image recovery. In comparison, the use of WFC in the SME
zoom lens results in some suppression of the MTF (compared to a mechanically
compensated zoom lens), but the absence of zeros and the modest degree of suppression enable recovery of an image to diffraction-limited performance. Therefore,
whilst the use of WFC enables enhanced image quality compared to a conventional
SME zoom lens of the same length, the SNR in the recovered image will be inferior to that of a mechanically compensated zoom lens. The PSFs for the hybrid
lens exhibit significant variations with zoom, as illustrated by Fig. 3.4(d) to 3.4(f),
that supplement additional variations with system F/#. It is therefore necessary
to select the kernel used in image recovery to be appropriate to the zoom and F/#
used in image acquisition. The noise-gain introduced by WFC therefore also varies
with zoom and this combines with variations in optical throughput during zooming
that are also common to conventional zoom lenses. We compare now the imaging
performance of a hybrid SME zoom lens with the equivalent SME zoom lens without WFC and also with the equivalent mechanically compensated zoom lens at wide
field-of-view; that is at lens position of 2.5mm. We assume a relatively low, but
not uncommon, detected SNR of 36dB and infinite conjugate imaging. Simulated
images acquired without WFC and with mechanical compensation are shown in Fig.
3.5(a) and 3.5(b) respectively. The image recorded at the detector for the hybrid
coded zoom lens is shown in Fig. 3.5(c) and the image obtained by recovery of this
image with a Wiener filter is shown in Fig. 3.5(d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.4: PSFs without phase mask at lens position (a) 0.0mm, (b) 0.9mm and (c)
2.5mm and PSFs with phase mask at lens position (d) 0.0mm, (e) 0.9mm and (f )
2.5mm. Image size is 224 microns by 224 microns. MTFs with and without phase
mask at lens position (g) 0.0 mm, (h) 0.9mm and (i) 2.5mm. Black line is the MTF
in a SME zoom lens with phase mask, whilst gray line is the MTF in a SME zoom
lens without phase mask. Dashed line is the in-focus MTF which could be obtained
in a conventional mechanically-compensated zoom lens with two moving elements.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5: Images with lens position at 2.5mm acquired with (a) no implementation of phase mask, with (b) mechanically compensation, -with (c) implementation
of phase mask before restoration and (d) with implementation of phase mask after
restoration.
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Comparison of Fig. 3.5(a) and 3.5(d) illustrates that in terms of image quality,
implementing WFC in a SME zoom lens involves trading blur that varies with zoom
and will generally be excessive, for good image sharpness at all zoom positions,
but accompanied by a modest gain in noise level. Comparison of Fig. 3.5(b) with
3.5(d) illustrates that the enhanced simplicity of the SME zoom lens compared to
a mechanically compensated lens is gained at the expense a penalty of a modest
noise-gain factor of γ = 3.3.
The principal characteristic of WFC exploited in this design technique is therefore
that a high-quality image can be restored in the presence of the defocus introduced
by miniaturisation; that is to say, that WFC enables a degree of miniaturisation
of SME zoom lenses that does not appear to be possible by conventional optical
design. An additional benefit is the increase in instantaneous DOF for a given zoom
position that is obtained from the relative invariance of the MTF with defocus.
The most pertinent comparison for such a miniaturised zoom lens is however with
the equivalent mechanically compensated lens: the use of WFC has enabled simplification of the design since only one moving element is required whereas conventional
zoom lenses require two. The quid quo pro however is a modest decrease in the SNR
of the final image.
As a final remark, it should be noted that the above calculations and simulations
are based on the assumption of infinite conjugate imaging. For finite conjugate
imaging some adjustment in detector positioning and α is required: the position
of the detector can be adjusted such that the magnitude of the maximum negative
defocus (infinite conjugate imaging, mid zoom) is equal to the magnitude of the
maximum positive defocus (shortest object distance imaging, wide field-of-view).
This is equivalent to focusing on the hyperfocal distance to maximise DOF as is
used in conventional imaging. For finite conjugate imaging with a minimum object
distance of 10cm the maximum defocus parameter becomes ±2.89λ at 550nm, which
can be mitigated with a cubic phase mask with α = 1.93λ, that is, an increase in α
of 0.36λ compared to infinite conjugate imaging.
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3.4

Design and manufacture of hybrid SME zoom lenses

The ray-traced design as described in previous section was presented to the lens
designer and manufacturer, Largan Precision Co., Ltd, for a prototype development.
Based on the initial design, Largan optimised the design such that the two fixed
rear elements in the initial design (See Fig. 3.3(a)) combined into a single fixed
rear element, making the zoom lens consist of a total of only 5 lens elements rather
than 6 elements. Furthermore, a flat 250 micron thick glass plate was inserted into
the aperture stop. This is to be replaced with a glass plate with a given phase
modulation. The details of the optimised design can be seen in Table 3.2 and the
design itself is shown for 3 zoom lens positions in Fig. 3.6.
zoom lens properties
total track
11.529mm
movement of lens group
2.9mm
zoom factor
2.3×
aperture diameter
1.05mm
zoom lens configurations
zoom lens position 1
F/#=6.08, EFL=6.57
zoom lens position 2
F/#=4.31, EFL=4.24
zoom lens position 3
F/#=3.41, EFL=2.91
zoom lens elements
element1
aspheric plastic lens
element2
aspheric plastic lens
element3
aspheric glass lens
element4
250 micron flat silica glass plate
element5
aspheric glass lens
element6
aspheric plastic lens
sensor dimensions
sensor format
2048 ×1536 pixels
pixel size
1.75µm ×1.75µm
sensor size
3.584mm ×2.688mm
Table 3.2: Zoom lens data
The optimised zoom lens introduces 5.5λ of defocus for infinite imaging at the midzoom position (at zoom position 2 in Fig. 3.6). This amount of defocus is much
larger than in the previous design because the sensor now, for simple demonstration,
is placed at the focus points for the two outer configurations (at zoom position 1
and 3 in Fig. 3.6) similar to the design in Fig. 3.1(b). The defocus can be mitigated
by the use of either a generalised cubic or a cubic phase mask as described in the
previous chapter.
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Figure 3.6: Optimised ray-traced zoom lens design for 3 lens positions. Top is zoom
position 1 (narrow field-of-view), mid is zoom position 2 (mid field-of-view) and
bottom is zoom position 3 (wide field-of-view)
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We are interested in manufacturing both phase masks, such that their EDOF imaging capability in the SME zoom lens can be compared. In the choice of the cubic
phase mask, we are interested in frequencies up to 142 cycles per millimetre for all
three zoom lens positions (as also described in the previous section). To be able to
restore the blurred image at zoom position 2, without excessive noise amplification,
up to 142 cycles per millimetre, we determine the cubic α that ensures that the
on-axis and horizontal MTF of the ray-traced zoom lens design is larger than 0.1
at 142 cycles per millimetre. By this procedure, we find α = 6.45λ, which corresponds to a peak-to-peak surface relief of 15.5 microns at 550nm defined within the
aperture diameter of 1.05mm. In the choice of the generalised cubic phase mask,
with the same on-axis imaging quality as with the cubic phase mask, the generalised
cubic phase mask parameter, α, must be half of the cubic α [105]. Based on this,
we choose α = 3.22λ, which corresponds to a peak-to-peak surface relief of 10.87
microns at 550nm defined within the aperture diameter of 1.05mm.
The two above defined phase masks were manufactured by PowerPhotonics, by
laser polishing on a fused silica glass plate with thickness of 250 microns such that
the phase masks could be implemented easily in the above zoom lens design. The
implementation and alignment of the two phase masks and the glass plate with no
phase modulation, into three identical zoom lenses was made as part of the lens
manufacturing by Largan. One of the manufactured zoom lenses is shown in Fig.
3.7. The design is practical for demonstration of the effect of a phase mask, but
optimally in a final design, the phase mask should be implemented directly onto the
third element surface.

Figure 3.7: Manufactured zoom lens
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3.5

Comparison of zoom lenses

To compare the performance of the zoom lens without phase mask to that with a
generalised cubic and a cubic phase mask, we inspect first the MTFs, the PSFs and
finally we test the imaging performance from the different zoom lenses.
3.5.1

Inspection of MTFs and PSFs

The MTFs along the vertical direction and at infinite imaging before image restoration for different 4 sensor positions (on axis (0mm,0mm), mid-horizontal edge (0mm,
1.344mm), mid-vertical edge (1.792mm, 0mm) and corner (1.792mm, 1.344mm))
with no phase mask, with a cubic and a generalised cubic phase mask, is obtained
using the ray-traced design and shown in Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 for zoom
lens positions 3, 2 and 1, respectively.
At wide- and tele-zoom position (zoom lens position 3 and 1, respectively), where
the MTF is near diffraction-limited for the zoom lens with no phase modulation,
it can be seen that the MTFs produced by both the generalised cubic and the
cubic phase modulation are highly suppressed for all the sensor positions. At mid
zoom position (zoom lens position 2), the MTFs for the zoom lens with no phase
modulation is very suppressed and with several zeros. In comparison, the MTFs for
the zoom lenses with both the generalised cubic and the cubic phase modulation
are generally higher and have no zeros up to 142 cycles per millimetre for all sensor
positions. Note in Fig. 3.9(b) that the on-axis MTF produced by the cubic phase
mask has an MTF-value of 0.1 at 142 cycles per millimetre, which was the goal of
the optimisation.
For all zoom lens positions, the MTF at frequencies below 142 cycles per millimetre,
along the vertical (and horizontal) directions and produced by the cubic phase modulation, is higher than that produced by the generalised cubic phase modulation,
although the the peak-to-peak surface relief of the cubic phase mask is roughly 50%
more than the generalised cubic mask. However, at other directions, the MTFs produced by the cubic phase mask is much lower than those produced by the generalised
cubic phase mask.
The most important thing to note about the MTFs for all the different sensor positions is that the cubic phase mask in comparison with that produced by the gener56

alised cubic phase mask, introduces more variation in the off-axis MTFs compared
to the on-axis MTF. By using only the on-axis PSF for image restoration, as is common, for a given zoom position, we expect more variation in image quality across
the sensor with the cubic phase mask than the generalised cubic phase mask, and
therefore, the generalised cubic phase mask is a better choice than the cubic phase
mask.
The MTFs are practically constant from 1m to infinity, and we will use the onaxis PSF for a given zoom position, recorded from a 10 micron pinhole illuminated
by a white light source at 1.2m, to restore objects at all distances and across the
entire sensor. The experimentally recorded PSFs, which will be used as restoration
kernels, for the three zoom positions as described before, are shown in gray-scale for
the zoom lens without phase modulation and with cubic and generalised cubic phase
modulation in Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13, respectively. All the restoration
kernels are with dimensions of 80 pixels ×80 pixels, and recorded on the zoom lens
colour sensor in raw Bayer format from which they are interpolated to three-colour
RGB format and then averaged to the single gray-scale images.
It can be seen from Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13, that the PSFs in the presence
of a phase mask are larger than without a phase mask. Furthermore, the cubic and
the generalised cubic phase mask introduce asymmetry into the PSF: the cubic
PSFs (Fig. 3.12) have two “wings” and the generalised cubic PSFs (Fig. 3.13) have
three “wings”. In theory, the wings should be identical, but from the experimental
recorded PSFs, we can see that only the generalised cubic PSFs have identical wings,
whereas the cubic PSFs have wings that are different from each other. Hence, it
indicates that the cubic phase mask has suffered under errors in the manufacturing
process.
The deviation from the cubic phase mask profile is a potential cause for imaging
errors, and combined with the variation in MTFs across the sensor as described
above, the generalised cubic phase mask should outperform the imaging with the
cubic phase mask. Instead of inspecting the experimental on-axis MTFs and draw
conclusions from these with respect to imaging quality, we now directly inspect
restored images, which because of the image formation and restoration also relate
to the on- and off-axis MTFs and OTFs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.8: MTFs from SME zoom lens at wide field-of-view with glass plate with
(a) no modulation (b) cubic phase modulation and (c) generalised cubic phase modulation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9: MTFs from SME zoom lens at mid field-of-view with glass plate with (a)
no modulation (b) cubic phase modulation and (c) generalised cubic phase modulation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: MTFs from SME zoom lens at tele field-of-view with glass plate with
(a) no modulation (b) cubic phase modulation and (c) generalised cubic phase modulation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.11: PSFs from SME zoom lens without phase mask at (a) wide field-of-view,
(b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12: PSFs from SME zoom lens with cubic phase mask at (a) wide field-ofview, (b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.13: PSFs from SME zoom lens with generalised cubic phase mask at (a)
wide field-of-view, (b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.
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3.5.2

Test of imaging performance of an artificial scene

The use of gray-scaled kernels for restoration of colour-images is common practice;
three RGB channels are restored with the same grey-scaled kernel and converted
into a single colour-image [109]. We use this approach and in order to minimise
memory usage and speed up the calculation time, we use the C-program described
in [109]: www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/%7eleojia/projects/motion%5fdeblurring.
We first test the imaging performance on an object with no variation in depth. We
image a poster, a typical test scene, at a distance of 1.2m from the zoom lens and
use the three zoom positions as previously described for the zoom lens with no phase
mask and with the cubic and generalised cubic phase mask. For the zoom lens with
no phase mask, we apply no restoration to the recorded images, but for the zoom
lenses with phase masks, we apply image restoration with the on-axis PSF that
correspond to both the zoom position and imaging distance.
The images recorded with the SME zoom lens without a phase mask are shown in
Fig. 3.14. At wide field-of-view (Fig. 3.14(a)), it can be noticed that the image is
slightly blurred in agreement with the slightly defocused PSF in Fig. 3.11(a). When
imaging at infinity, the defocus should according to Fig. 3.1(b) be perfectly focused.
There are two reason why this is not perfectly true: (1) we image at 1.2m, which
is close, but not perfectly identical to infinite imaging, and (2) small mechanical
problems means that the moving zoom lens element is not going all the way to the
end position at wide field-of-view. At mid field-of-view (Fig. 3.14(b)), the image is
severely blurred due to the defocus introduced by zooming, as also shown in Fig.
3.1(b). The defocus introduced at mid-zoom when imaging at 1.2m is W020 = 5λ.
With this amount of defocus, the SME zoom lens with no phase mask is unable
to image the high-frequency content of the image because of the highly suppressed
MTF (see Fig. 3.9(a)). However, at narrow field-of-view, the SME zoom lens has a
a near diffraction-limited performance and a near diffraction-limited PSF and MTF
(Fig. 3.11(c) and Fig. 3.10(a), respectively). The image quality is here very good
and details are preserved.
We now compare these three sets of images with those recorded and restored when a
cubic and a generalised cubic phase mask is inserted instead of the glass plate with
no phase modulation.
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The images recorded with the SME zoom lens with a cubic phase mask (before image
restoration) are shown in Fig. 3.15. In comparison with the zoom lens with no phase
mask, it can be observed that at wide and narrow field-of-view (Fig 3.15(a) and Fig.
3.15(c), respectively), the cubic phase mask introduces a characteristic blur on top
of the almost perfectly sharp images (Fig. 3.14(a) and Fig. 3.14(c), respectively)
and the high frequency content is severely degraded by the suppressed MTFs at
these zoom positions (see Fig. 3.8(b) and Fig. 3.10(b)). However, at mid fieldof-view, the cubic phase mask increases the MTF (see Fig. 3.9(b)) beyond that of
the SME zoom lens with no phase mask, and the image recorded through the cubic
phase mask is with more high frequency content than the image recorded through
the glass plate with no phase modulation.
After image restoration of the recorded images in Fig. 3.15 with the respective
kernels in Fig. 3.12, we obtain the restored images in Fig. 3.16. From the restored
images, we observe that the they have more high frequency details than the recorded
images, but we also notice some irregularities in terms of image artifacts, which look
like translated replications of the edges, especially at off-axis positions. As expected
from the theoretically obtained on- and off-axis MTFs produced by the cubic phase
mask, the off-axis image restoration with the on-axis PSF, does indeed introduce
severe image artifacts and the image quality is, although with more details than
with no phase mask, sub-optimal. Furthermore, since we have used the full frame of
the image in the image restoration, we also notice boundary artifacts near the edges
of the image due to deconvolution using the Discrete Fourier Transform. There
are several techniques, as will be described in the next chapter to reduce boundary
artifacts, and in the C-program that we use for image restoration, there is also an
option for enabling boundary artifact reduction, but for the 3.1 mega pixels images
we have here, the memory usage is too high, especially for a mobile phone memory,
and is therefore disabled.
The images recorded with the SME zoom lens with a generalised cubic phase mask
(before image restoration) are shown in Fig. 3.17. Similar to the images recorded
through the cubic phase mask, the generalised cubic phase mask also introduces a
characteristic blur on top of the almost perfectly sharp images at wide and narrow
field-of-view (Fig. 3.14(a) and Fig. 3.14(c), respectively) and the high frequency
content is also severely degraded by the suppressed MTFs at these zoom positions
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(see Fig. 3.8(c) and Fig. 3.10(c)). Similarly, at mid field-of-view, the generalised
cubic phase mask increases the MTF (see Fig. 3.9(c) beyond that of the SME zoom
lens with no phase mask, and the image recorded through the generalised cubic
phase mask is with more high frequency content than the image recorded through
the glass plate with no phase modulation. The generalised cubic PSF introduces
a very characteristic blur/deformation of the image, as for the severe defocus at
mid-zoom position (Fig. 3.9(c)), can be observed very clearly at the two circular
drawings on the test chart (centre and upper left position from the centre).
After image restoration of the recorded images in Fig. 3.17 with the respective
kernels in Fig. 3.13, we obtain the restored images in Fig. 3.18, from which we
observe good image quality at all zoom positions and almost no image artifacts.
To observe the image quality in greater details and compare the image quality more
easily for the three SME zoom lenses, we enlarge three areas of the images for the
three zoom positions, which for wide, mid and narrow field-of-view can be seen in
Fig. 3.19, Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21, respectively. Note that the ratio between the
image dimension of the images at narrow field-of-view (as described in Fig. 3.21)
and the images at narrow field-of-view (as described in Fig. 3.19) is exactly equal
to the zoom factor of 2.3×. The mid field-of-view corresponds to a zoom factor of
1.7×.
By comparison of the described images, it can be qualitatively observed that the
image quality of the restored images produced by the SME zoom lens with the
generalised cubic phase mask is overall higher than that produced by the SME
zoom lens with no phase mask and with a cubic phase mask.
It is optimal to support our qualitatively perceived image quality with a quantitative
measure of image quality, but perceived image quality is difficult to measure. However, a simple measure of image quality is contrast, which can be measured using
the image variance. We could therefore potentially calculate the image variance of
the produced images, but the contrast depends largely on how the kernel is cleaned
from noise and can give misleading results. For example, it can be seen that the
cubic phase mask in general produces higher contrast images than that produced
by the generalised cubic phase mask, because the noise cleaning was done manually,
and as a result, more crude for the cubic kernels than the generalised cubic kernel.
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If we should have made a fair quantitative comparison of the images, for example
by calculating the image variance, it would have been important to pre-process
the restored images with contrast enhancement and noise reduction. However, the
pre-processing has here been omitted, but it would be the next natural step in
a commercial available restoration pipeline in a mobile phone camera and would
improve the image quality in great details. We have omitted the pre-processing and
the calculation of the image variance here because (1) the pre-processing does not
remove the severe artifacts produced by the cubic phase mask and (2) the calculated
image variance does not quantify the image artifacts.
The artifacts produced by the cubic phase mask are not related to the noise cleaning
of the kernels, but rather, as earlier described, because the PSF and hence the MTF,
varies across the sensor much more than it does for the generalised cubic phase mask.
It can for example be seen that the on-axis performance with the cubic phase mask
(Fig. 3.19(e), Fig. 3.20(e) and Fig. 3.21(e)) is relative good, and that artifacts are
mostly visible at off-axis positions (Fig. 3.19(b), Fig. 3.19(h), Fig. 3.20(b), Fig.
3.20(h), Fig. 3.21(b) and Fig. 3.21(h)).
The use of a generalised cubic phase mask as an alternative to the cubic phase mask,
for higher restored image quality at off-axis positions, has previously been described
in [23], and with the above demonstration, we conclude in agreement with [23], that
the generalised cubic phase mask is indeed better than the cubic phase mask to
mitigate both defocus and off-axis aberrations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.14: Images from SME zoom lens without phase mask at (a) wide field-ofview, (b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.15: Unprocessed images from SME zoom lens with cubic phase mask at (a)
wide field-of-view, (b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.16: Restored images from SME zoom lens with cubic phase mask at (a)
wide field-of-view, (b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.17: Unprocessed images from SME zoom lens with generalised cubic phase
mask at (a) wide field-of-view, (b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.18: Restored images from SME zoom lens with generalised cubic phase mask
at (a) wide field-of-view, (b) mid field-of-view and (c) narrow field-of-view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.19: Image parts from SME zoom lens at wide-field-of-view with (a,d,g) no
phase mask, (b,e,h) cubic phase mask and (c,f,i) generalised cubic phase mask. The
images in first column are unprocessed whilst the images in second and third column
are restored. The image dimension of the images in first and third row is 166 pixels
×166 pixels whilst it is 108 pixels ×108 pixels in second row.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.20: Image parts from SME zoom lens at mid-field-of-view with (a,d,g) no
phase mask, (b,e,h) cubic phase mask and (c,f,i) generalised cubic phase mask. The
images in first column are unprocessed whilst the images in second and third column
are restored. The image dimension of the images in first and third row is 226 pixels
×226 pixels whilst it is 148 pixels ×148 pixels in second row.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.21: Image parts from SME zoom lens at narrow field-of-view with (a,d,g)
no phase mask, (b,e,h) cubic phase mask and (c,f,i) generalised cubic phase mask.
The images in first column are unprocessed whilst the images in second and third
column are restored. The image dimension of the images in first and third row is
380 pixels ×380 pixels whilst it is 250 pixels ×250 pixels in second row.
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3.5.3

Test of imaging performance of a natural scene

We now test the imaging performance of the three zoom lenses with a natural scene
that contains objects at different object distances. In the experimental setup, the
background of the test scene is positioned 1.2m from the zoom lens, and objects
are placed on a table to show the effect of depth. The same scene is used for all
three zoom lenses, and in the following we display first the result with the zoom lens
without a phase, then with the cubic and finally the generalised cubic phase mask.
The kernels, as described before which are recorded at 1.2m, are used to restore all
the objects in the 1.2m range and across the entire sensor for the zoom lenses with
the cubic and the generalised cubic phase mask. In the following, we do not show
the intermediate images as before, but only the restored images.
We first image the scene at wide field-of-view as can be seen in Fig. 3.22, where we
again observe that the zoom lens with the generalised cubic phase mask is superior
to the two others. We remember that at wide field-of-view, the zoom lens is slightly
defocused which is why the restored image obtained with phase masks are sharper
than without a phase mask. Although, the zoom lens with the cubic phase mask
also produces a sharper image than the zoom lens without the phase mask, we
observe again that the cubic phase mask produces off-axis aberrations which look
like translated replica of the edges.
The objects located from 0.6m to 1.2m on the table are all well restored with the
generalised cubic phase mask. The reason that the objects are well restored (or have
the approximate same blur), is that the defocus only changes by 0.2λ from 1.2m to
0.6m, and there is therefore no practical change in the kernels.
The change of defocus from imaging at 1.2m becomes much more apparent at very
close distances, and is for example 0.6λ at 0.3m and 2λ at 0.1m. To test the
imaging performance at close range, that is EDOF imaging, we insert a test chart
at a distance of 0.2m from the zoom lens. The result of this can be seen in Fig.
3.23. We now see that when there is no phase mask, the test chart becomes severely
blurred and details are washed out, whilst the test chart imaged with the phase
masks has much more details. The image produced by the cubic phase mask seems
sharper than that produced by the generalised cubic phase mask, but because we
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use the kernel at 1.2m to also restore the object at 0.2m, the cubic phase mask
produces replication artifacts which look more artificial than those produced by the
generalised cubic phase mask. Therefore, when we use a single kernel to restore
objects at different positions (and hence with different PSFs than the restoration
kernel), the generalised cubic phase mask is a good choice for extended-depth-offield.
At mid field-of-view, the zoom lens without a phase mask produces a severely blurred
image (Fig. 3.24), where it for example can be seen that the fine details (i.e. the high
frequency content) on the teddy bear, the basket and the yarn roller is washed out,
because the zoom lens at this position has the largest amount of defocus introduced
by the zooming. These details are very well preserved by both the cubic and the
generalised cubic phase mask, but yet again, the cubic phase mask introduces off-axis
replication artifacts and the generalised cubic phase mask is again superior.
When the test chart is inserted into the scene, and imaged through the zoom lens
without phase mask, the test chart becomes sharp (and the background remains
very blurred) because the defocus related to the object distance corresponds to the
defocus introduced by the moving element. The image produced by the cubic and
the generalised cubic phase mask give similar image quality of the test chart and
the background remains sharp such that all object are sharp.
For imaging at narrow field-of-view, the zoom lens without the phase mask produces
near-diffraction-limited images, and the image quality is very high. When imaging
with the phase masks, the image is degraded by noise amplification and again the
cubic phase mask produces off-axis artifacts whilst the generalised cubic phase mask
produce better image quality than the cubic phase mask. The noise amplification
is the trade-off with implementation of phase masks and a modest degradation of
SNR be observed in the restored images at all zoom lens positions. The benefit of
the phase masks is imaging with EDOF and when the test chart is inserted into the
scene, it is again clear that all the objects are in focus in comparison with a SME
zoom lens without a phase mask.
The implemented phase masks in the SME zoom lenses give not only mitigation
of defocus, as introduced by the single moving element, but give also imaging with
EDOF. Overall, we have observed that the generalised cubic phase mask mitigates
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both defocus and off-axis aberration better than the cubic phase mask and is therefore the optimal phase mask in the designed SME zoom lens.
We have also observed that restoration of colour images using an averaged kernel
for three colour channels provide high image quality. As an alternative to using
an averaged kernel, we could have used a kernel in each of the three channels and
restored all channels with a different kernel, which for example been proposed in
[110]. However, by doing this, we observe no visual differences. More complicated
multichannel wiener filter restoration techniques have been described in [111, 112],
and a technique combined with colour interpolation has been proposed in [113].
The technique we have used here, uses only one kernel rather than three per zoom
position, and the technique has therefore great advantage in a mobile phone where
storing of kernels can be a problem.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.22: Final images from SME zoom lens at wide-field-of-view with (a) no
phase mask (b) cubic phase mask and (c) generalised cubic phase mask. The image
in (a) is unprocessed whilst the images in (b-c) are restored.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.23: Final images from SME zoom lens at wide-field-of-view with (a) no
phase mask, (b) cubic phase mask and (c) generalised cubic phase mask. The image
in (a) is unprocessed whilst the images in (b-c) are restored. A test chart is placed
20 cm from the lens in addition to the scene in Fig 3.22.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.24: Final images from SME zoom lens at mid-field-of-view with (a) no
phase mask, (b) cubic phase mask and (c) generalised cubic phase mask. The image
in (a) is unprocessed whilst the images in (b-c) are restored.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.25: Final images from SME zoom lens at mid-field-of-view with (a) no
phase mask, (b) cubic phase mask and (c) generalised cubic phase mask. The image
in (a) is unprocessed whilst the images in (b-c) are restored. A test chart is placed
20 cm from the lens in addition to the scene in Fig 3.24.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.26: Final images from SME zoom lens at narrow-field-of-view with (a) no
phase mask, (b) cubic phase mask and (c) generalised cubic phase mask. The image
in (a) is unprocessed whilst the images in (b-c) are restored.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.27: Final images from SME zoom lens at narrow-field-of-view with (a) no
phase mask, (b) cubic phase mask and (c) generalised cubic phase mask. The image
in (a) is unprocessed whilst the images in (b-c) are restored. A test chart is placed
20 cm from the lens in addition to the scene in Fig 3.26
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3.6

Conclusions and future work

Modern optical design involves a multi-parameter optimisation for control of optical
aberrations within the design envelop for the lens. The inclusion of digital signal
processing and a hybrid imaging technique within the design process for a SME
zoom lens provides an additional set of tools that involves a trade-off of lens length
and control of aberrations against SNR in the final image. We have shown how the
implementation of a phase mask in the aperture stop enables an order-of-magnitude
reduction in length of SME zoom lenses which, when combined with the benefits of
recent reductions in detector dimensions, enables these lenses to be three orders-ofmagnitude shorter than was possible using traditional 35mm film technology. We
have described a first-order design process that agrees with a ray-traced analysis.
Based on the design, we have manufactured three SME zoom lenses with a 2.3×
zoom factor and a length of only 10mm, which has previously not been possible. All
the three zoom lenses are identical except that the first is without a phase mask, the
second is with a cubic phase mask and the third is with a generalised cubic phase
mask.
We have tested the imaging performance of all the three zoom lenses and demonstrated that the designed SME zoom lens introduce defocus by the single moving
element during zooming, which is too large to be tolerated without a phase mask, but
that it can be mitigated by a phase mask. We have further demonstrated that the
SME zoom lens with a phase mask is able to provide EDOF-imaging in comparison
to the SME zoom lens without a phase mask.
In a comparison of the SME zoom lenses with the cubic and the generalised cubic
phase mask, we have demonstrated that the generalised cubic phase mask produces
the best restored images and image quality is approximately constant across the
sensor. The cubic phase mask introduces severe image replication artifacts across
the sensor because the off-axis PSFs are varying in comparison with the on-axis PSF
which is used for image restoration. We have, in agreement with this, theoretically
shown that the MTFs vary much more across the sensor with the cubic phase mask in
comparison with the generalised cubic phase mask, and therefore that the generalised
cubic phase mask is optimal for the SME zoom lens.
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To reduce the off-axis artifacts produced by the cubic phase mask, a spatially varying
image restoration could potentially be implemented in the future, but this would be
a disadvantage in terms of computational speed.
Overall, we have shown for the first time, that reduction in lens length combined
with relative simplicity of a SME zoom lens, by the use of a phase mask or another
EDOF techniques, provides high image quality and EDOF imaging.
In the next chapter we analyse the image artifacts produced by the cubic phase
mask.
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Chapter 4
Image artifacts in hybrid imaging systems

We present the first analytical analysis of image artifacts in defocused hybrid imaging systems that employ a cubic phase-modulation function. We show that defocus
artifacts have the form of image replications and are caused by a net phase modulation of the optical transfer function. Both numerical simulations and experimental
images are presented that exhibit replication artifacts that are compatible with the
analytical expressions. Finally, we present a parametric blind-deconvolution algorithm, based on minimisation of the high-frequency content of the restored image
that enables recovery of artifact-free images for a wide range of defocus. We show
that the algorithm enables robust matching of the image recovery kernel with the
optical point-spread function to enable, for the first time, optimally low noise levels
in recovered images.
4.1

Introduction

Image artifacts due to image restoration are well-known in image processing. There
are two major types caused by different restoration techniques: Ringing artifacts due
to regularisation and boundary artifacts near the edges of the image due to deconvolution using the Discrete Fourier Transform. To reduce ringing artifacts, several
iterative restoration techniques have been suggested, for example such as described
in [114]. The problem with iterative techniques is mainly their computational speed.
Recently, a fast non-iterative technique, which uses Fourier based deconvolution followed by wavelet denoising has been proposed [115]. Iterative restoration techniques
for ringing artifact reduction have been suggested for hybrid imaging systems with
phase masks in [116]. To reduce boundary artifacts, several restoration techniques
use deconvolution with different types of boundary conditions [117]. Restoration
technique with reflexive and anti-reflexive boundary conditions to boundary reflections has been suggested for a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask in
[118] and [119], respectively.
In the previous chapters, we have observed and noticed image artifacts in the restored images in hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask. In this chapter we
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show that these image artifacts resemble image replications in a similar, but more
complex analogue, to the sidebands introduced by phase modulation of a narrow
band, time-domain telecommunications carrier. Specifically, we find in an analysis,
that the replication artifacts are caused by a net modulation of the imaging system
phase-transfer function (PTF) that varies non-linearly with spatial frequency. The
system PTF refers to the net effect of the optical PTF and digital restoration PTF.
These artifacts are in addition to ringing and the boundary problems. Our analysis
enables expressions to be developed for the form of these artifacts and this opens
up the possibility that an algorithm can be devised for their quantification which
will enable the optimal restoration kernel to be deduced and yield an artifact-free
image.
Determination of the optimal restoration kernel from the blurring characteristics
of the recorded or restored image is known as parametric blind deconvolution. Algorithms for parametric blind deconvolution involve optimisation of the restoration
kernel against an image metric, such as generalised cross validation (GCV) [120, 121].
To our knowledge, no techniques have previously been reported for the reduction of
artifacts in hybrid imaging.
In section 2, we present an analytical analysis of the introduction of image artifacts in
a hybrid imaging system employing a cubic phase function. We restrict our analysis
to the cubic form because its linear separability facilitates analytical treatment of
the optical and system PTFs. In section 3, we demonstrate image artifacts both
in numerical simulations and experiments. We show that the image artifacts in the
restored image are compatible with our analytical expressions. In section 4, we show
that we can determine the correct defocus restoration-kernel by minimisation of a
simple metric that is proportional to the variance of the high frequency content of
the image. The simplicity of this metric offers greater computational efficiency than
GCV. In section 5, we assess the performance of the algorithm using numerical data
and we conclude in section 6.
4.2

Analytical form of image artifacts

The one-dimensional OTF of a hybrid imaging system employing a cubic phase
function can be found analytically using various methods [1, 11, 73–75]. Whereas
derivation of the cubic phase profile neglected the phase of the OTF [1, 74, 75],
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subsequent analysis has shown that defocus introduces modest amplitude modulation and, more importantly, significant phase modulation in the OTF [73] which are
approximations to the exact expression given in [11]. In this chapter we choose to
use the expression in [73] because of its relatively simple form let us understand the
form of artifacts present in a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask. The
phase of the OTF as a function of defocus, W020 , is [73]:

φ ≈ −4πν

W̃ 2
−α̃ν 2 + 020
3α̃

!

√



3α̃
4πν
π
2
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sin
(W̃020 − |W̃020 |max ) +
,
3α̃
4
2π ν(W̃020 − |W̃020 |max )

(4.1)

where ∼ indicates a normalisation with λ, making α, W020 and |W020 |max dimensionless. It should be remembered that |W020 |max is given by equation (2.19). We assume
in the following analysis that the image is recovered using a simple, commonly used
inverse filter (see equation (2.7)). Optical convolution and post-detection deconvolution yields a phase-mismatch error, or system PTF of ∆φ = φ(W020 ) − φ(W020,0 )
where φ(W020 ) and φ(W020,0 ) are the convolution and deconvolution phase modulations respectively. In the absence of noise and with simple inverse restoration to a
diffraction-limited, in-focus MTF, the restored image is described in the presence of
defocus by:
I 0 (ν) = exp[j∆φ(ν)]Idl (ν),

(4.2)

where I(ν) and Idl (ν) are the Fourier transforms of the restored image and the
diffraction-limited image respectively. Amplitude modulation effects also exist [73]
but associated errors in the image are at a much lower level and can be ignored.
The constant term π/4 in (4.1) is unimportant here and can be ignored. After
some simple mathematical manipulation, the modulation of the system PTF can be
described by:
2
2
4π(W020
− W020,0
)
∆φ(ν) =
ν
3α
√


3α sin[4πν(∆W020 )2 /(3α)] sin[4πν(∆W020,0 )2 /(3α)]
+ √
−
,
∆W020
∆W020,0
2π ν

(4.3)

where ∆W020 = W020 − |W020 |max and ∆W020,0 = W020,0 − |W020,0 |max . The first
term in (4.3) is linear in ν (due to a linear defocus dependent term in the OTF as
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described in [1, 11, 73–75]) and is responsible for translation in the image domain.
The second term is a nonlinear phase shift responsible for image artifacts. When the
restoration kernel is identical to the imaging PSF, that is when W020,0 = W020 , there
is neither a linear image shift nor image artifacts. Our aim here is to understand
the general form of the image artifacts to underpin and development a technique
for their removal. We use several approximations, in addition to that used to derive
(4.1), to show that the general character of the derived artifacts is compatible with
those exhibited in numerical simulations and in experimental images. We omit the
unimportant first term in (4.3) and observe that for higher frequencies, 0.7 < ν < 1,
the multiplication factor in the second term varies by less than 20%. Applying the
approximation ν ≈ 1, and combining (4.2) and (4.3) yields:
I 0 (ν) ≈ exp[j(A sin[Bν] + C sin[−Dν])]Idl (ν),

(4.4)

where:
√

3α
2π∆W020
√
3α
C =
2π∆W020,0
A =

B =

4π(∆W020 )2
3α

D =

4π(∆W020,0 )2
3α

(4.5)

Expression (4.4) is valid strictly only for ν ≈ 1, but it is clear that a general
expression can be derived for other specific values at ν. Using the Bessel-function
identity:
exp[jA sin[Bν]] =

∞
X

Js (A) exp[jsBν]

(4.6)

−∞

where Js is the Bessel-function of first kind and order s, one obtains:

exp[j(A sin[Bν] + C sin[−Dν])] =

∞
∞
X
X
−∞

−∞
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!
Js (A)Jt (C) exp[j(sB − tD)ν]

(4.7)

where Jt is the Bessel-function of first kind and order t and hence:
0

I (ν) =

∞
∞
X
X
−∞

!
Js (A)Jt (C) exp[j(sB − tD)ν] Idl (ν)

(4.8)

−∞

The form of equation (4.8) is approximate, quite complex and does not readily
lend itself to rigorous physical interpretation, however it can be seen that the restored image in the spatial domain is the original image (obtained with s = t = 0)
superimposed with linearly translated and distorted replicas of the original image
represented by the terms for s 6= 0, t 6= 0. It can be appreciated that since ∆W020
varies with ν, so do B and D and hence the replicated images are distorted by the
nonlinear ν dependence of the argument of the exponential term. It can also be
appreciated that the translation of replicas will vary with α, W020 and W020,0 and
will be zero for W020 = W020,0 .
4.3

Demonstration of image artifacts

In this section we first show using numerical simulations of restored images that
image-replication-like artifacts compatible with equation (4.8) are evident. We then
present experimental images that also exhibit replication-like artifacts. In the experimental subsection, we describe imaging of a colour target that lucidly demonstrates
replication artifacts associated with defocus of a practical system.
4.3.1

Numerical examples

In the simulations, the cameraman image shown in Fig. 4.1(a) is imaged using a
cubic phase function with α = 5λ and with a defocus of W020 = 2λ. The images in
Fig. 4.1(c)-4.1(f) show the recovered image as the kernel used for the deconvolution
is varied from W020,0 = 0λ to W020,0 = 4λ. It can be seen from Fig. 4.1(d) that when
W020,0 = W020 = 2λ the image is artifact free, but when W020,0 6= W020 , as shown
in Fig. 4.1(b)-4.1(c) and Fig. 4.1(e)-4.1(f) the recovered images are significantly
degraded by image artifacts. Similarly, if the W020,0 = 0λ kernel is employed to
recover all images, artifacts are also evident in all except the W020 = 0λ recovered
image, however, the images in Fig. 4.1 indicate that the artifacts vary irregularly
with W020,0 − W020 and that their form is asymmetric about W020,0 − W020 = 0. The
artifacts have the form of translated image replications, compatible with equation
(4.8) and the nonlinear phase variation has introduced a high-pass filter character89

istic that varies in a complicated way with defocus. The images in Fig. 4.2 were
obtained for W020,0 = 0λ and W020 = 1λ, for α = 2.5λ, 5λ and 10λ. It can be seen
that the spatial separation of the replications increases with α, compatible with
equation (4.8).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.1: (a) Cameraman image. Restored cameraman image with cubic phase
mask of α = 5λ, restoration kernel at W020,0 = 2λ and defocus of (b) W020 = 0, (c)
W020 = 1λ, (d) W020 = 2λ, (e) W020 = 3λ and (f ) W020 = 4λ.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2: Restored images with W020,0 = 0λ, W020 = 1λ, and (a) α = 2.5λ, (b)
α = 5λ and (c) α = 10λ.
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4.3.2

Experimental examples

Images were recorded with a hybrid imaging system employing cubic phase-functions
implemented as discrete phase masks integrated into the aperture stop of a Nikon AF
Nikkor 50mm f/1.8D lens. The phase masks were manufactured by laser-polishing of
fused silica plates with an active diameter of 6mm. Images are presented for α = 0,
5λ and 10λ (λ = 550nm). Images were recorded using a Nikon D40X camera.
The images in Fig. 4.3 are of a dart board at a distance of 1.5m recorded with varying
degrees of defocus and values of α. The images in the top row were recorded with
α = 0 (corresponding to a conventional imaging system) with the lens focused at
a distance of 1.0m, corresponding to W020 ≈ −3λ (left), at 1.5m, corresponding to
W020 = 0 (centre) and at infinity, implying W020 ≈ 8.6λ (right); similarly the images
for α = 5λ and α = 10λ are shown in the second and third rows respectively. All
images in the second and third rows were restored using the appropriate kernels
representing the PSF when the lens is focused at 1.5m.
The recovered images in the second and third rows clearly show better and more
constant image sharpness for both in- and out-of-focus distances compared to the
images in the first row recorded with the conventional system without. However,
significant variations in the system PTF occur for objects displaced from the nominal
in-focus range of 1.5m and as expected from the equation (4.8), these yield the image
replication artifacts apparent in Fig. 4.3(d) 4.3(f), 4.3(g) and 4.3(i). The restored
images in Fig. 4.3(e) and 4.3(h) should in principle be free of image artifacts since
the use of the correct restoration kernel yields negligible modulation of the PTF
according to eq. (4.8). In practice however small differences between the restoration
kernel and the imaging PSF, due to experimental recording errors and noise removal,
have resulted in low level image artifacts that are visible in Fig. 4.3(e) and 4.3(h).
By comparison with the images recorded with α = 0, the improved constancy of
image quality is accompanied by a general reduction in signal-to-noise-ratio due to
the suppressed MTF in the recorded image.
It is interesting to observe that, although a larger value of α yields a better invariance of MTF, a consideration of overall image quality may favour a smaller value
of α. First of all, a strong phase-modulation introduces larger noise amplification
in the restored image, and secondly it introduces image replicas that are more dis91

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 4.3: Images (a-c) acquired at 1.5m with a conventional imaging system, focusing at (a) 1m, (b) 1.5m and (c) infinity. Images (d-f ) and (g-i) acquired at 1.5m
with a hybrid imaging system with a cubic phase mask with α = 5λ and α = 10λ,
respectively, focusing at (d,g) 1m, (e,h) 1.5m and (f,i) infinity, and restored with
kernel at 1.5m. The hybrid imaging system has extended depth of field, because the
restored images (d-i) are less blurry than images (a-c), but the restored images (d,
f, g, i) have very distinct replication artifacts.
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placed than those introduced by a weaker phase mask. Incorporation of these issues
into image quality optimisation algorithms is vital if the potential benefit of hybrid
imaging is to be realised; that is, the MTF alone is not sufficient.
4.4

Novel parametric blind deconvolution to remove image artifacts

From the two previous section, we have seen that when the defocus assumed in
the calculation of the restoration kernel for an imaging system with a cubic phasemodulated pupil is different from the actual optical defocus, restored images exhibit
replication-like artifacts with a high-pass filter characteristic. The optimal value
r
of the defocus, W020
, used to determine the restoration kernel can therefore be

estimated by minimising a parameter proportional to the variance of the high frequency content of the restored image as a function of the defocus. This estimate of
f r can be written as
the optimal value of W
020
r
r
f020
W
= ArgminW020 {∇[i(W020
)]},

(4.9)

r
) is the restored image in the spatial domain and ∇ is a cost function
where i(W020

that is proportional to the variance of the high frequency content. If a regularised
Wiener filter is used for image restoration, equation (4.9) can be written as:
fr
W
020


= ArgminW020

  ∗ r

H (W020 )H(W020 )
∇ F
Idl
,
r
|H(W020
)|2 + K

(4.10)

r
where H(W020 ) is the imaging OTF and H(W020
) is the Fourier transform of the

restoration kernel. The aim of the optimisation is to find the value of the optimal
r
filter defocus, W020
, that minimises the argument of Eq. (4.10) and is hence equal

to optical defocus, W020 , yielding artifact-free images. The variance of the high
frequency content of an image can be readily obtained by a discrete-wavelet transform (DWT) [122]. A DWT with a wavelet filter with length l and decomposition
depth Ωmax gives Ω = Ωmax sub-bands; LHl,Ω (i) low-high or vertical sub-bands,
HLl,Ω (i) high-low or horizontal sub-bands and HHl,Ω (i) high-high or diagonal subbands [123]. As an example, the DWT of the cameraman image (Fig. 4.1(a)) with a
two-level decomposition with a Daubechies filter with l = 2, i.e. a Haar filter [123],
is shown in Fig. 4.4(a). A schematic illustration of the two-level DWT is shown in
Fig. 4.4(b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) DWT of the cameraman image using a Daubechies filter with l=2
and (b) schematic illustration of a 2-level DWT.
The variance of the high frequency content of the image, or specifically, the variance
of the white Gaussian noise, σn2 , in an image can be robustly estimated by measuring
the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of the one-level DWT, in particular σn2 =
M AD{LHl,1 /0.6745} [122]. As the cost function, ∇, we propose here the sum of
the MAD of the high-pass bands:
r
r
r
∇(i(W020
)) = M AD{HL2,1 (G(i(W020
)))} + M AD{LH2,1 (G(i(W020
)))},

(4.11)

where G is a Gaussian filter used to suppress noise in the image [124]. The optimal
Gaussian filter may be determined by the degree of noise suppression sought [124],
however, the MAD is relatively insensitive to the filter size so for simplicity we choose
a relatively large Gaussian filter with fixed dimension of 20 × 20 which provides high
levels of noise suppression.
A simple one-level wavelet decomposition of the restored image in Eq. 4.11 is performed using a Haar-filter, which is the optimal filter for enhancing details in highly
blurred images [123] such as are obtained by applying Gaussian smoothing. The
diagonal band HH2,1 (i) has little effect and so for simplicity is not included in the
definition of ∇. An alternative to using the Gaussian filter for low-pass filtering
would be to increase the decomposition depth [123], however the Gaussian pre-filter
provides two important advantages: (1) the image is not down-scaled and therefore
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high-frequency artifact details are retained and (2) it enables application to images
that are too small for wavelet decomposition to be efficiently applied. Combining
equations (4.11) and (4.10) yields the optimal image-recovery defocus as


   ∗ r
H (W020 )H(W020 )
r
f
Idl
W020 = ArgminW020 {M AD HL2,1 G F
r
)|2 + K
|H(W020


   ∗ r
H (W020 )H(W020 )
Idl
},
+M AD LH2,1 G F
r
)|2 + K
|H(W020

(4.12)

We will refer to the argument inside Argmin as the Median Absolute Deviation
r
= Argmin{M ADS}. In the next section we will discuss the
Sum (MADS), i.e. W020

performance of the parametric blind-deconvolution algorithm employing this new
MADS metric with specific attention to robustness to noise and image content and
how well it enables recovery of artifact-free images.
The idea to remove image artifacts with the aid of an image or artifact metric was
inspired by the work of B. Lucotte [125], who first suggested to find the estimate of
the kernel by:
f r = ArgmaxW {Var
W
020
020




r
r
i(W020
) − min[i(W020
)]
},
r
r
max[i(W020
)] − min[i(W020
)]

(4.13)

where Var is the variance, and M in and M ax is the minimum and maximum value,
respectively. In words, it was suggested to determine the kernel that maximises the
variance of the range-normalised image. We will refer to the argument inside Argmax
r
= Argmax{V AR}.
as VAR for the variance of the range-normalised image, i.e. W020

The variance only works when the image is normalised, but unfortunately as we will
see in the next section, the above metric is very sensitive to noise due to the rangenormalisation.
4.5

Performance of the algorithm

As a demonstration of the performance of the algorithm, we present simulations of a
typical hybrid imaging system for the input scene shown in Fig. 4.1(a) and a cubic
phase function with a phase-modulation amplitude of α = 5λ. The results presented
2
f020
are, however, representative of a more general range of images and values of α. W

is calculated using Eq. (4.12) for simulations of the following five arbitrary and
representative values of optical defocus: W020 = 0.31575λ , 1.39658λ, 1.80218λ,
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2.76166λ and 4.30275λ. Equivalent results may be obtained for negative defocus.
For each defocused image, white Gaussian noise is added such that the signal-tonoise (SNR) is equal for all defocused images. The data in Fig. 4.5 show the
r
is varied between
variation of the value of MADS for the five values of W020 as W020

0 and 5λ for SNRs of 80dB and 40dB.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Normalised variation of MADS applied to the cameraman image with
r
0 ≤ W020
≤ 5λ for (a) SNR=80dB and (b) SNR=40dB, for W020 = 0.31575λ,
1.39658λ, 1.80218λ, 2.76166λ and 4.30275λ
r
r
f020
The estimates of the optimal values of W020
, that is W
, correspond to the minima
r
f020
of these curves. It can be seen in all cases that W
is approximately equal to

f r | >, for the five curves is
optical defocus W020 : the mean error, ∆ =< |W020 − W
020
0.011λ for SNR=80dB and 0.089λ for SNR=40dB. Although the variation of MADS
r
f020
with W020 − W
is smooth, there can be local minima, and a reasonably starting

estimate of W020 is desirable for reliable convergence of a search procedure.
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We now compare the performance of MADS to the performance of VAR. The data
r
in Fig. 4.6 show the variation of the VAR for the five values of W020 as W020
is

varied between 0 and 5λ for SNR of 80dB and 40dB for the cameraman image.
r
f020
, correspond to the maxima of these curves. When SNR=80dB, it can be
Now, W

f r estimated by VAR is comparable to the values obtained with MADS
seen that W
020
and therefore also approximately equal to optical defocus W020 . However, for lower
SNR, the deviation of the estimated defocus from the actual defocus is increasing.
There, the performance of the VAR depends highly on the noise and the VAR can
only be used for imaging systems with very high SNR such as described in [125].
The data in Fig. 4.7 show the variation of the VAR for the five values of W020 as
r
is varied between 0 and 5λ for two other realisations of SNR of 40dB for the
W020

cameraman image. For comparison we have included the variation of the MADS for
the same images in Fig. 4.8.
From Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 it can be observed that the variation of VAR with
f r is not smooth, and a search procedure for the global maxima is thereW020 − W
020
fore difficult. It can further be observed that VAR is very sensitive to the noise
realisations. By comparison, we see From Fig. 4.8 that MADS is perfectly robust
to different noise realisations and therefore we choose to use only MADS.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Normalised variation of VAR applied to the cameraman image with
r
0 ≤ W020
≤ 5λ for (a) SNR=80dB and (b) SNR=40dB, for W020 = 0.31575λ,
1.39658λ, 1.80218λ, 2.76166λ and 4.30275λ
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Normalised variation of VAR applied to the cameraman image with
r
0 ≤ W020
≤ 5λ for two realisations of SNR=40dB for W020 = 0.31575λ, 1.39658λ,
1.80218λ, 2.76166λ and 4.30275λ
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Normalised variation of MADS applied to the cameraman image with
r
0 ≤ W020
≤ 5λ for two realisations of SNR=40dB for W020 = 0.31575λ, 1.39658λ,
1.80218λ, 2.76166λ and 4.30275λ
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We now consider the reliability of the algorithm with MADS when applied to a range
of image contents, SNRs and phase-modulation amplitude α. The data in Fig. 4.9
illustrate typical variations of ∆ with SNR: these are shown for each of nine images
(the eight images in Fig. 4.10 in addition to Fig. 4.1(a)) averaged over the five
arbitrary W020 enumerated above. The solid black line shows the average of these
f r was found using a Fibonacci search procedure.
nine curves. For each W020 , W
020
The sensitivity of ∆ to phase-function amplitude, α, is illustrated in Fig. 4.11, for
an arbitrary image (in this case the cameraman image) for SNRs of 40, 60 and 80dB.

f r | for the five arbitrary W020 and nine images as a
Figure 4.9: Average of |W020 − W
020
function of SNR. The solid black curve shows the average of the nine image-specific
curves.
The data in figure Fig. 4.9 indicate that the parametric blind-deconvolution enables
suppression of artifacts to sufficiently low levels that they are not visible by eye:
for SNR= 30dB, ∆ is less than 0.3λ and at these low defocus deviations, artifacts
are sufficiently suppressed such that the artifacts cannot be perceived in high SNR
images; for lower SNRs, although ∆, and hence the magnitudes of the artifacts,
increase significantly, the artifacts are masked by the higher noise levels and hence
invisible to the eye.
4.6

Robustness of the algorithm

The efficiency with which the algorithm enables removal of artifacts for varying α
and SNR will now be discussed using the data in Fig. 4.11. It is important to note
that although it is common to consider only large values of α so as to enable image
recovery with a single kernel (for example α = 15λ is proposed for mitigation of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.10: Images of (a) boat, (b) Lena, (c) man (d) mandrill, (e) plastic, (f )
spoke target, (g) straw and (h) US air force test chart.

f r | for the five arbitrary W020 and the cameraman
Figure 4.11: Average of |W020 − W
020
image as a function of the amplitude, α, of the pupil-plane phase function.
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W020 = 5λ in the key paper in hybrid imaging [1]), the corollary of a large α is a
large reduction in the SNR of the recovered image. However, using the algorithm
described here it is possible to optimise the image-recovery kernel so that ∆ ∼ 0
and the optimal value of α in terms of mean-square error in the recovered image,
averaged over the defocus range, is equal to about half of the maximum defocus [105];
therefore a reduction by a factor 6 in α is possible in comparison with that described
in [1]. The algorithm described here, enables considerably smaller, optimal values of
α to be used with a consequent maximisation in image SNR. It can be see from Fig.
4.11 that above a certain threshold value of α, ∆ is approximately independent of
α. This threshold is approximately α = 2λ, α = 2.5λ and α = 3.5λ for SNRs of 80,
60 and 40dB, respectively, and shows that at these SNRs, artifacts can be effectively
removed (since ∆ is sufficiently small) for the described system with 0 ≤ W020 ≤ 4.3.
Hence, when SNR=80dB, the optimal value of α ∼ W020,max /2 proposed in [105] can
be attained, but for lower SNR, a modest increase in α is necessary for the algorithm
to be able to determine W020 with sufficient accuracy for artifacts to be effectively
suppressed. The described range of W020 covers most potential applications of hybrid
imaging and hence the proposed blind-deconvolution algorithm described here offers
a new capability for the near-optimal application of hybrid imaging in terms of
recovering of images free of artifacts and with near-optimally high SNRs.
4.7

Conclusions and future work

We have shown for the first time how imaging artifacts in hybrid imaging systems are
associated with modulation of the phase-transfer function and we have shown that
for the cubic phase-function, these artifacts have the form of image replications. We
have shown both analytically, theoretically and experimentally that image artifacts
are absent in the restored image only when the restoration kernel matches the imaging PSF. Optimal exploitation of the hybrid imaging concept will require a technique
to avoid the presence of these artifacts; for example, an algorithm that is able to
deduce the imaging OTF from a quantification of the artifacts described here will
enable aberration-free images to be recovered without a priori knowledge of the defocus. Such an algorithm is described here as a novel parametric blind-deconvolution
algorithm that enables the avoidance of the artifacts that beset images recovered
from hybrid imaging systems.
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We have shown that this algorithm enables reduction in the strength of the phase
function required to mitigate a given defocus and hence maximises the SNR for
hybrid imaging.
The application of the algorithm to images with constant or smoothly varying defocus (such as occur with lens-defocus aberrations such as simple defocus, astigmatism
or field curvature) is straightforward, however, for imaging in the presence of sharp
discontinuities in defocus, such as occur in finite-conjugate imaging of scenes with
depth, the challenge of optimal image recovery poses significantly greater inherent
challenges. Finally, since we are able to determine the defocused W020 with good
accuracy this offers the prospect of passive ranging using hybrid imaging.
As an alternative to maximise the SNR by using our described algorithm, we will
experimentally demonstrate a hybrid imaging system with an adjustable depth-offield and noise amplification.
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Chapter 5
Experimental demonstration of adjustable
depth-of-field and noise amplification in hybrid
imaging systems

We demonstrate an experimental method to obtain a continuously variable hybrid
imaging system using two generalised cubic phase-masks, to enable real-time optimisation of the trade between extended depth-of-field and noise gain. We obtain
point-spread functions as a function of the rotation angle and show an example of
optimisation based on recovered image quality.
5.1

Introduction

We have previously seen that the increase in DOF and associated noise amplification is determined by the phase-modulation amplitude. We report here the first
experimental demonstration of a simple technique employing rotating phase-masks
that enables continuously variable amplitude of phase modulation so that the optimum trade off can be varied according to requirements. In comparison to the use of
liquid-crystal modulation [126], this technique offers the advantage of high optical
throughput and absence of polarisation sensitivity.
Generation of various aberrations or phase modulations by lateral and longitudinal
translation of two identical phase masks has been described by Palusinski et al. [127]
and Mitchell et al. [128], respectively. Dowski [129] has shown that it is possible
to continuously vary the net phase modulation, and hence the depth-of-field in a
hybrid imaging system, by either rotation or lateral translation of two phase-masks.
We report here an experimental realisation of an adjustable-DOF hybrid imaging
system using two asymmetric phase-masks where one is rotated relative to the other.
We describe first the principle of operation and then show experimental variation
of PSFs and an experimental demonstration of optimisation of amplitude of phase
modulation.
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5.2

Theory

The form of each asymmetric phase mask is described by equation (2.44). We use
again, the generalised cubic phase mask (eq. (2.44)), which has three-fold rotational
symmetry, as shown in Fig. 2.12(a), and can be employed to extend the depth-offield (as described in chapter 2) or mitigate other defocus-related aberrations [23].
Rewriting Eq. (2.44) in polar form, with β = −3α, where r is normalised radius,
enables the phase-function applied by two-phase masks with a relative rotation angle
ϕ to be written as [129]:
z(r, ω, ϕ) = 2 cos(3ϕ/2)αr3 cos(3ω)

(5.1)

Thus the phase modulation retains a generalised cubic form with effective amplitude
α̃ = 2α cos(3ϕ/2). This enables the degree of encoding to be continuously varied by
simple rotation of one of the phase masks as illustrated by the images of combined
phase masks shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1 (c). When ϕ = 60◦ , the modulations of
the first mask are opposite to those of the second so that α̃ = 0 whereas for ϕ = 0◦
they sum as shown in Fig. 1(c) and α̃ = 2α.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Combination of two generalised cubic phase masks to control the amount
of extended DOF, (a) position of cancelation of extended DOF, (B) maximum extended DOF. The values of α and β have been magnified (normally α and β are of
the order of microns)
5.3

Experimental setup

We report here the experimental demonstration of this technique. Two phase masks
were manufactured by laser-polishing of fused silica plates with an active diameter
of 12mm and wavefront-modulation parameters α = 3.39λ and β = −10.17λ (λ =
550nm). These were mounted on rotation stages and located directly in front of a
Nikon ED AF-S Nikkor 300mm f/4D IF telephoto lens and aligned with its optical
axis, as shown in Fig. 2. Images were recorded using a cooled Retiga 1300 camera
(6.7-micron pixel pitch). Ideally, the phase masks should be located at the aperture
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stop of the lens to ensure that the phase modulation and hence PSF varies as little
as possible across the field-of-view (FOV). In the experiments reported here the
FOV is relatively small and the modest variation of the PSF due to the sub-optimal
location of the phase-plates is not a significant issue. The imaging performance in
this demonstration is also slightly degraded by small high-order aberrations arising
from the 10mm spacing between the phase-plates, but these aberrations could be
avoided by mounting the plates in contact.

Figure 5.2: Experimental setup consisting of Nikon 300mm lens, two generalised
cubic phase mask on rotational stages and a Retiga 1300 camera.
In the experimental setup, a spoke target is imaged in-focus at a distance of 4m from
the lens and subsequently at a distance of 3.5m whilst the lens remained focused at
4m. The measured in-focus PSF for ϕ = 60◦ (corresponding to α̃ = 0) is shown in
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b-d) shows the PSFs for ϕ = 55◦ , 50◦ and 45◦ ; corresponding
α̃ = 0, 0.88λ, 1.75λ and 2.6λ. The PSFs show the expected variation from a neardiffraction-limited compact PSF for ϕ = 60◦ to the characteristic extended PSF of
a generalised cubic phase modulation as ϕ and hence α̃ are varied [2, 3, 23]. It is
this extended PSF that enables imaging with increased DOF.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: Experimental point spread functions as a function of relative angle between the two generalised phase masks (a) 60◦ , (b) 55◦ , (c) 50◦ , (d) 45◦ .
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5.4

Experimental results

Images of the in-focus spoke target recorded with the phase plate oriented at the
above angles and restored with a Wiener filter using the in-focus PSF as the kernel
are shown in Fig. 4(a-d). Images of the defocused spoke target recorded at the same
orientations but restored using the defocused PSF as the kernel for the Wiener filter
are shown in Fig. 4(e-h). An objective in hybrid imaging is for the PSF to be
invariant with respect to defocus, but in practice there are significant variations
in the phase-transfer function such that artifacts are introduced when images are
restored with a PSF corresponding to a different defocus (See last chapter): here we
use the ideal PSFs such that the recovered images correspond to the ideal artifactfree imaging performances.

(a) σ 2 = 5067

(b) σ 2 = 3262

(c) σ 2 = 2704

(d) σ 2 = 1610

(e) σ 2 = 2475

(f) σ 2 = 3308

(g) σ 2 = 2353

(h) σ 2 = 2105

Figure 5.4: Spoke target imaged with a phase mask rotated by 60◦ (a, e), 55◦ (b,
f ), 50◦ (c, g) and 45◦ (d, h). Upper row is in-focus and lower row is defocused.
All images have been restored using the optimum PSFs corresponding to the defocus
distance. The optimal phase modulation is that given by 55◦ (images (b, f )), since
this yields highest contrast at both in- and out-of-focus. The variance is shown below
each image.
It can be appreciated from the recovered images in Fig 4 (a) to (d), and from the
calculated image variances shown below each image, that for in-focus imaging, there
is a monotonic decrease in image contrast with increasing ϕ and α̃. This is due to
the increased suppression of the MTF with increasing α̃. From Fig. 4 (e) to (h) it
can be seen that for the defocused images, the image contrast is lower for smaller and
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larger α̃ than for the intermediate value of α̃ = 0.88λ at ϕ = 55◦ . This is because
for small α̃, defocus introduces nulls in the MTF which cannot be restored by the
Wiener filter whereas for large α̃, nulls are avoided, but excessive suppression of the
MTF causes high levels of noise amplification by the Wiener filter. There is thus
an optimum intermediate α̃ for a given defocus range that balances suppression of
the MTF by defocus with that introduced by phase modulation [105]. In this case
α̃ = 0.88λ is close to optimal for mitigation of the given defocus of ±500mm as
can be appreciated by the higher level of image variance for Fig 4 (f) . From a
comparison of upper and lower images in Fig. 4 it can be seen that for α̃ = 0
(ϕ = 60◦ ) the stated defocus has reduced image variance by about 50% and that
degradation of image contrast is particularly severe at high frequencies, whereas for
higher values of α̃, image variance does not change appreciably with defocus and
that good image contrast is retained for a wide range of frequencies. By comparison
with the images for α̃ = 0, however, the improved constancy of image quality with
defocus for α̃ > 0 is accompanied by a general reduction in SNR.
5.5

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have described a relatively simple technique for implementing
continuously variable amplitude of phase modulation and we have demonstrated this
experimentally. Whilst it is accepted that hybrid imaging offers scope for increased
DOF, the SNR penalty is a major disincentive to its use, but we have conducted
a laboratory demonstration of agile and experimental optimisation of the trade of
SNR for DOF. Extension to practical real-time imaging applications, providing a
wide variation DOF by employing a phase-mask that rotates by as little as 5 degrees,
should be straightforward.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work

This thesis describes in general the development and analyses of hybrid imaging
systems; we have focused here on imaging systems that capture an image through
an asymmetric phase mask in the aperture stop, which as consequence is first severely
blurred, but then finally restored to high image quality by digital image restoration.
We have, as a main objective of this thesis, developed a simple and compact zoom
lens with extended-depth-of-field imaging, which is able to be integrated into a
mobile phone. This development required an understanding of diffraction theory,
geometrical optics, lens design and image restoration techniques. In addition to the
main objective, we have analysed the extended-depth-of-field performance in hybrid
imaging systems with different phase masks, analysed the effect on detector sampling
and a cubic phase mask, analysed the artifacts produced by a cubic phase mask,
developed a technique to remove image artifacts and finally developed a hybrid
imaging system with adjustable extended-depth-of-field and noise amplification.
In chapter 2, we have evaluated the fractional-encircled-energy, and related this to
a definition of depth-of-field, in systems with different phase masks in the aperture
stop; specifically a cubic, a generalised cubic and a quartic phase mask. We have
obtained the strength of the cubic phase mask to mitigate a given amount of defocus,
and shown that there is a linear relationship between defocus and cubic strength.
The linear relationship, which has also been found previously [73, 11, 75, 78, 105],
has now been understood in terms of fractional-encircled-energy and given further
insight to the physics of the cubic phase mask. Using the fractional-encircled-energy,
we have found that sampling has only a small effect on the depth-of-field when
using a strong phase mask, but when using a weak phase mask, an increase in up
to the double depth-of-field is possible. Furthermore, using our analysis and an
alternative definition of depth-of-field, we have found that for a given Strehl ratio,
the generalised cubic phase mask gave similar extended-depth-of-field to the cubic
phase mask, but the quartic phase mask was a sub-optimal choice and we concluded
therefore to use only the asymmetric phase masks in the rest of the thesis.
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In chapter 3, we have developed the simple and compact zoom lens with extendeddepth-of-field imaging. We have analysed fundamental equations for zoom lenses
with a single moving element and obtained an analytical expression for the length
of these zoom lenses in the thin lens limit. We have shown that the length depends
on the sensor size, zoom factor and depth-of-field. Using a modern digital sensor
with small pixel pitch and a zoom factor of 2.3, we have shown that it is possible to
miniaturise zoom lenses with a single moving element down to lengths of 10mm, by
the implementation of, optimally, an asymmetric phase mask, just enough to implement in a mobile phone. Based on the analytical first order design, we have designed
a ray-traced zoom lens with a single moving element, for which we optimised a generalised cubic and a cubic phase mask with the same on-axis EDOF performance.
In agreement with our analysis, we have found that zooming introduces a severe
amount of blur. We have analysed the MTFs for the two different ray-traced zoom
lenses with the two different phase masks and shown that the generalised cubic
phase mask has a more constant MTF across the sensor, meaning that less variation
in image quality should be expected with the generalised cubic phase mask. We
have had the zoom lens manufactured with both a generalised cubic and a cubic
phase mask and without a phase mask for comparative reasons. In agreement with
our analysis, we have experimentally demonstrated that the generalised cubic phase
mask is the best choice to mitigate defocus for off-axis positions. We have shown
this by presentation of several restored images and shown, for the first time, that
colour-images in hybrid imaging systems, with a computational advantage, can be
restored with high image quality by only using a single averaged restoration kernel
in all the three colour channels. We have shown that the cubic phase mask introduces special image artifacts at off-axis positions which look like translated replicas
of edges. In comparison of the zoom lenses with a single moving element, with and
without a phase mask, and a single image restoration kernel, we have concluded
that the generalised cubic phase mask gives an overall image quality that is much
better than both the zoom lens with a cubic phase mask and without: the zoom lens
without a phase mask has so much blur at mid-zoom positions, that it can not be
tolerated for imaging with fine details and the cubic phase mask introduces off-axis
image artifacts.
In recording of experimental PSFs, during the work described above, we have found
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that the cleaning of the noise affected the contrast in the restored images. The
threshold value of noise removal was manually selected to give the best imaging performance. However, no work has to our knowledge been reported on a standardised
technique to remove noise from experimentally recorded PSFs and it would be of
great interest to find such a procedure. We believe some kind of normalisation of
the PSF would be a great starting point. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
find which phase mask that produces an optimal PSF for noise removal. We believe
that a generalised cubic phase mask is close to optimal because it produces a PSF
which is approximately the same in each direction and requires no special attention
in highly suppressed directions as the cubic for example does.
To understand the nature of image artifacts, as we have seen in the previous chapters, but only limited to on-axis positions, produced by the cubic phase mask in
the restoration process, we have analysed the analytical expressions for the on-axis
OTF produced by the cubic phase mask in chapter 4. We have shown for the first
time that the artifacts in hybrid imaging systems with a cubic phase mask are associated with modulation of the phase-transfer function and that these artifacts have
the form of image replications. We have shown both analytically, theoretically and
experimentally that image artifacts are absent in the restored image only when the
restoration kernel matches the imaging PSF. To achieve this match, and hence to remove image artifacts, we have developed a parametric blind deconvolution algorithm
and shown that this enables reduction in the strength of the phase function required
to mitigate a given defocus and hence maximises the SNR for hybrid imaging.
In our work related to removal of image artifacts, we have used images at a fixed
defocus, especially because we have limited us to theoretical investigations. However,
it would be of great interest to use the technique on real images, especially also with
colours and to find a technique which is both able to include three different colour
channels and also, and much more important, to find a technique that removes image
artifacts when two objects overlap and have different depths and hence different
optimal restoration kernels. We believe that the colours can be included in the
algorithm, simply by averaging the three colour channels or by using for example
only the green channel. The problem with estimation of depth from two overlapping
objects with different depth remains a challenge for the future. The technique to
remove image artifacts, or rather to determine the correct depth from the artifacts,
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is potentially a new field of research, related to estimation of depth from defocus,
and could have great potential for future work on range estimation.
As an alternative to maximising the SNR, we have developed an adjustable hybrid
imaging systems with two generalised cubic phase masks. The one phase mask is
rotated relative to the other one in order to change the effective phase modulation
amplitude and hence to change the noise amplification such that the SNR can be
maximised for a given depth-of-field. We have concluded that such systems can be
used for practical real-time imaging applications.
Our research of hybrid imaging systems with phase masks and post detection image
restoration has shown that it has been possible to develop novel imaging systems
that are of great potential in both industry and commercial markets. Both the
zoom lens system and the parametric blind deconvolution have been patented both
in Europe and the US (See page ix). It is interesting to note that the implementation
of asymmetric phase masks with post detection image restoration has existed for the
last 15 years, but no commercial products exist. There can be four reasons for this.
First, nobody wants to the buy the rights to use the asymmetric phase masks;
second, image restoration is too slow; or third and fourth, the two major problems
as we have discussed in this thesis, namely artifacts and noise amplification are too
severe for commercial products.
In this thesis, we have made a huge contribution to the development of products
with asymmetric phase masks. We have developed a zoom lens that has almost
no image artifacts, we have developed an algorithm to remove image artifacts and
reduce noise amplification, and we have developed a hybrid imaging system with
mechanically adjustable noise amplification. With this contribution, we believe that
hybrid imaging techniques will now be more and more accepted in optical systems
and also to appear in commercial products.
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